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FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP ) - Kentucky's unemployment rate
jumped to 9.5 percent in January, reflecting the seasonal loss of holiday trade jobs and outdoor employment, the Cabinet for Human
Resources said today.
The January rate was 1.3 percentage points higher than in
December and 3.2 points above the national rate. However, it was
better than in the previous January. when 10.5 percent of 1<entucky's
work force was idle, the cabinet said in a news release.
It also was the first time since 1981 that Kentucky began the year
with single-digit unemployment, the release said.
The greatest categorical loss was a decline of 8.400 jobs in trade.
where wholesalers. retailers, groceries and restaurants had hired extra workers for the Christmas season, the release said.
Construction jobs were down by 4.600 and there were 800 fewer jobs
in coal mining, the release said
I
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.11 N4G1 4. Akar:ileum - President Daniel Ortega denied Sandinista troops entered Honduras in pursuit of Contra rebels. but
President Reagan is sending 3,200 U.S. soldiers to Honduras as a
response to a reported incursion.
14.4SHINGTOA - Independent Counsel Lawrence E Walsh is leaving the door open for further criminal charges in the Iran-Contra affair following the indictment of Lt. Col. Oliver North and three others
for "deceitfully exploiting" U.S. weapons sales to Iran.
WASHINGTON - U S. veterans are cheating the government out
of tens of millions of dollars a year by lying about their incomes and
collecting excessive benefits as a result, a congressional report says.
BELFAST. Northern Ireland - The IRA bunes another guerrilla
today. one day after a Protestant gunman attacked a funeral for
three other IRA members. killing three mourners and wounding 68.
THE WORLD OF POLITICS - The Democratic presidential contenders expressed concern about President Reagan's decision to send
U.S troops to Honduras. with Jesse Jackson calling it "heavy.
handed " Meanwhile. Bob Dole's backers suggested that if George
Bush is the Republican nominee, the Democrats would use the re•
ignited Iran-Contra affair as ammunition against him.
PHOENIX, Arts. - Senators stood in respect as Gov Evan
Mecham entered the chamber, and then heard him insist he didn't
cover up a death threat and did not sell appointmentsifor campaign
contributions
NO.WE, Alaska - Mosher Susan Butcher was coasting to her unprecedented third-straight victory in the 1,150-mile Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race and the Front Street finish line. where blaring sirens
and hundreds of boisterous fans awaited Ir.'
14.4SHINGTON - The developer of a proposed 358-mile Northeast
natural gas pipeline is vowing to find a more suitable place for the.
project to cross the Appalachian Trail
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WASHINGTON 1API - About
3,200 American infantry and airborne troops are flying to Honduras today in the most dramatic
show of U.S. force in the six-year
Nicaraguan war, causing the
Senate's top Democrat to accuse
President Reagan of
"overreaction."
The White House described the
movement as "an emergency
deployment readiness exercise"
triggered by what it called the in-

vasion of Honduras by 1,500 to
2,000 Nicaraguan forces pursuing
Contra rebels.
The exercise involves two battalions of the 82nd Airborne Division from Fort Bragg, N.C., and
two battalions from the 7th Infantry Division at Fort Ord, Calif.
The troops will be posted out of
harm's way for an indefinite
period near the Palmerola Air
Force Base in Honduras, about 125
miles from the area of reported

hostilities, said Marlin Fitzwater,
the president's spokesman.
"This exercise is a measured
response designed to show our
staunch support to the democratic
government of Honduras at a time
when its territorial integrity is being violated by the Cuban- and
Soviet-supported Sandinista army," Fitzwater said in a late-night
announcement.
He said it also was "a signal to
the governments and peoples of

disturbance since civilian opponents first began staging
demonstrations calling for
Noriega's ouster last summer.
Wednesday's protests erupted
spontaneously throughout the
capital and in the country's second
largest city. Colon, 50 miles to the
north.
Security guards fired into

crowds that ransacked stores and
lit barricades of trash on fire in
Panama City, but no deaths were
reported.
By midafternoon, the
demonstrators were dispersed,
buses and taxis stopped running
and the city was virtually
deserted, except for patrolling
soldiers.
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Forecast
Tonight: Cloudy with rain
likely early, becoming mixed
with snow toward morning
Low in the lower to mid 30s.
Northeast wind 5 to 10 mph.
Probability of precipitation 70
percent.
Friday: Continued cloudy
with rain mixed with snow.
High in the mid to upper 30s.
North wind 10 to 15 mph
LAK1§pLEVEL8
Kentucky
Barkley

By DONNA NEWCOMB
Staff Writer
Two 14-year-old McCracken
County boys were apprehended
in Calloway County Wednesday
after a short car chase by Murray Police Detective Charles
Peeler. The two are suspects in
the Wednesday morning armed
robbery of the west McCracken
County Water District office,
according to police reports.
McCracken County Sheriff's
Detective Tom Emery said the
two boys walked into the water
district office shortly before 11
a.m. One of the youths was carrying a shotgun and demanded
money, he said. About $75 was
taken from a cash drawer,
along with an employee's purse
and car.
Peeler said the Murray
Police Department received a
teletype concerning the robbery.
(Coned on page 2)

3,200 troops bound for Honduras

Speaker donates book
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ita Head of Murray (left) and Ruth Baggett of Paducah look at one of the many works of art currently on
display in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery during the 1988 Alumni Invitational Exhibition at Murray State University . The mixed wood piece. titled "Battle Art," is the work of David Helton, a 19'16 graduate of MSU who is
now the chairman of the art department at Belmont College in Nashville, Tenn. The exhibition continues
through March 31 in the gallery which is located on the fourth floor of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center at Murntv State.

PANAMA CITY. Panama API1
- Soldiers loyal to Gen. Manuel
Antonio Noriega patrolled the
streets of Panama City today. one
day after a failed coup attempt by
rebel officers sparked rioting by
thousands of Panamanians.
The rampage by citizens fed up
with military rule and the nation's
financial crisis was the largest

.128.6%
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Central America of the
seriousness with which the United
States government views the current situation in the region."
Some congressional Democrats
weren't buying the administration's rationale.
"It's an overreaction," said
Senate Majority Leader Robert
Byrd, D-W.Va. "The Sandinistas
have crossed over the border
((oned on page 2)

Soldiers patrol Panama after foiled coup
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Chase ends
with arrest
of youths,
Peeler says

Kentucky's unemployment rate
jumps during month of January
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Francisco Villagran Kramer,(second from right) former civilian vice president of Guatemala, discussed his
hook, "Politics and Geopolitics in Central America: A View from the Isthmus" with Murray State University
faculty (from left) Dr. Charles Steffen, Dr. Keith Heim and Dr. Michael Waag during his recent visit to the
campus. The volume contains the text of the Contadora Agreement and the peace proposal of President Oscar
Arias of Costa Rica. Kramer donated a copy of the hook to the NISI library, where it will he available for
general circulation.

The attempted coup Wednesday
was the first indication of opposition to Noriega within the Panama
Defense Forces, the
15,000-member military and police
unit from which the general
derives his power.
The coup attempt began an hour
(('oned on page 2)

Those seeking
financial aid
at MSU need
to apply now
Any prospective or currently
enrolled student who plans to attend Murray State University for
the 1988-89 school year and who
will need financial aid should fill
out an application and submit it to
the Student Financial Aid Office
on the campus by April 1.
Johnny McDougal, director of
student financial aid at Murray
State, said filing the financial aid
application by April 1 is an advantage for students because of the
number of requests for the
available funds.
He noted that the Kentucky
Financial Aid Form (KFAF I must
llso be filed by both in-state and
out-of-state students requesting
aid for 1988-89. Both the KFAF and
Murray State student financial aid
applications are in the 1988-89
financial aid packets which are
available in the Student Financial
Aid Office, Basement, Sparks
Hall, Murray State University
McDougal emphAAized that
previous year applicants current.
(Coned on page 1)-
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Computer error
embarrasses
revenue cabinet
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Yucky weather

Legislative Briefs
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - A bill to ban all-terrain vehicles from
Kentucky's public roads and sharply limit their use by children was
passed by the Kentucky Senate.
Under Senate Bill 309, children would be limited to ATVs with 90cc or
smaller engines if under 16, 70cc engines if under 12. and none could
drive without parental supervision. Helmets and permission of the landowner also would be required.
The vote was 27-7 Wednesday on the bill, sponsored by Sen. Jack
Trevey, R-Lexington. It now goes to the House.
The single-seat, ballon-tire ATVs have come under fire nationally for
a rash of fatal or crippling actidents in which drivers, particularly
youngsters, were thrown from vehicles or pinned beneath them.
An opponent of the bill, Sen. Benny Ray Bailey, alleged it actually put
a total ban on ATV riding by children under 12, regardless of parental
supervision.
"How could you possibly come on my property and keep my child
from riding an ATV if I want him to ride it?" said Bailey, I)-Hindman.
Trevey, who is a physician, said ATVs had caused more than SOO
deaths in the United States, many of them children under 12, and "it
seems to me we ought to do something to protect them."
Other bills passed by the Senate included:
-SB377, to vest in the state exclusive authority for regulating strit
mining, other than federal oversight: 22-14.
Sen. John Hall. D-Henderson, argued in opposition it would deprive
fiscal courts of a revenue source by stripping their home-rule power of
local permitting and bonding. The sponsor, Sen. Bill Brinkley, DMadisonville, said counties lack the expertise "for getting into issuing
strip mine permits."
-SB37, to allow volunteer fire departments to charge for services to
property owners who are not members of a fire protection association:.
35-0-1.
-HB=3. to eliminate a requirement for school-pupil censuses, 28-6

FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) - For
the second time in a month, a computer problem has led the state
Revenue Cabinet to send out incorrect property tax statements.
An estimated 110,000 Kentuckians with older trucks and
cars whose vehicle licenses are
due for 'renewal in April were
mailed notices last week that they
owed no property tax on the
vehicles, only the $14 license fee.
Scott Akers, Revenue Cabinet
spokesman. said the incorrect
bills were sent to all people renewing in April who own vehicles
more than 3 years old. He said that
amounted to about 40 percent of all
people who have vehicles
registered in April.
To correct the foul-up. new bills
- with the correct property tax were mailed Monday. Akers said.
In mid-February, the cabinet
mailed thousands of property tax
statements that dramatically inflated the value of trailers. The
cabinet blamed a faulty computer.
Akers said Wednesday another
computer caused the latest foulup.

Lacey Smith to
wage war on
illiteracy in state
PADUCAH. Ky. IA1
)
1 - Lacey
Smith, a 1st Congressional District
candidate, told a news conference
Wednesday that he would
eliminate illiteracy in Kentucky
within two decades.
Smith said he was proposing a
one-year demonstration project
that would involve computers,
VCRs and specially developed
curriculum for use by students ir
elementary and high schools anc
by adults.
He estimated the project would
cost $250,000, with half the money
coming from private sources and
the remainder probably from the
state or federal governments.
Smith is running in thE May
Democratic primary against the
incumbent congressman, Carroll
Hubbard.

Troops...
(Cont'd from page 1)
before and gone back."
just hope it's merited," Sen.
John Kerry, D-Mass., said, recalling a similar incident two years
ago when the United States
jumped to the aid of Honduras
under circumstances many saw as
exaggerated by the White House.
Then, as now, the development
came as the administration was
pushing a reluctant Congress to
approve military aid to the
Contras.
However, a number of
Republicans were supportive.
House Minority Leader Robert
Michel, R-Ill., said the deployment was intended
"psychologically to give an indication that we are not just going to
stand by and have Nicaragua ...
make incursions into neighboring
countries."
Rep. Jack Fields, R-Texas, said,
"1 don't think the president really
had an alternative."
Congressional leaders were
briefed by telephone late
Wednesday.
Elliott Abrams. assistant
secretary of state for interAmerican affairs, said Cbngress
would receive information today
documenting the Nicaraguan
incursion.
"We will present evidence ...
which proves conclusively that
there was a very large Sandinista
incursion into Honduras, that will
show, I think, what to make of
President Ortega's claim that
there isn't one single Nicaraguan
soldier in Honduras. It's a lie,"
Abrams said on ABC's
"Nightline
Fitzwater said upwards of 2,000
Sandinistas are in Honduras.
"They are there and we have seen
no evidence that they are
retreating to their own country."
The developments came as
Secretary of State George P.
Shultz and White House officials
conferred with congressional
leaders about the possibility of a
new aid package for the Contra
rebels trying to topple
Nicaragua's leftist regime
U.S. aid to the rebels ran out two
weeks ago, and the administration
is hoping the new situation will
earn the Contras greater sympathy in Congress.

Eleven-year-old Elsa Quilantan, of Lake Jackson, Texas, found her trip home
from school a bit wet and
unpleasant after heavy rains drenched South Texas recent4.

Financial aid...
((Wird from page 1)
iy enrolled or planning to return to
school will have to file the 1988-89
forms to be considered for
assistance.
Generally, the level of funding
for Murray State is expected to remain about the same as for the
current academic year, according
to McDougal.
Student financial aid includes
grants, loans and student employment. Programs planned to provide assistance to students at Murray State for the next school year
are:
1. Pell Grants, non-repayable
federal grants based on the student's calculated financial need.
Amounts are expected to range
from $107 to $2,200 for the 1988-89
school year.

Coup...
(Cont'd from page 1)
after dawn with the crackle of
light arms fire inside the walled
Defense Forces headquarters in
the capital.
After eight hours of official
silence, the Defense Forces finally
acknowledged at midafternoon
that a coup attempt had taken
place, blaming a handful of officers led by Panama's police
chief, Col. Leonidas Macias.
"This morning an attempt by
some officers to take and control
the headquarters of our institution, in an isolated action, was
firmly quelled by the officers, noncomissioned officers and soldiers
of the installation." said an official
communique.
The statement from the Defense
Forces' press office said Macias,
three majors and a captain were
arrested and that the revolt was
put down "without bloodshed."
But Maj. Edgardo Lopez, head
of the military press office, told
reporters that "eight or 10 officers" were involved in the
aborted coup. He did not explain
the discrepancy.
An hour after the shooting
began, Noriega appeared at the tp
of a stairway outside the headquarters building, dressed in
civilian clothes and accompanied
by members of his high -command.
To shouted questions from
reporters about what had happened, the general replied: "What has
happened is that you are visiting
us here today '
Asked about the shots, he
replied: "They were kisses."
Despite official evasions, word
of the coup attempt spread and
people poured into streets of the
capital that were strangely devoid
of riot police and soldiers.
Demonstrators erected flaming
barricades of trash and debris
across hundreds of streets, roughed up suspected government informers and broke into stores
believed to be owned by Noriega
and his supporters.
By midday, unpaid workers at
the state-owned utility joined
strikes called earlier by .teachers,
health department and other
government employees. The entire nation was left without
electricity.
•

2. Supplemental Education Opportunity Grants (SEOG ), nonrepayable federal grants based on
significant financial need.
Amounts are expected to range up
to 1.500 for 1988-89.
3. ICHEAA (Kentucky Higher
Education Assistance Authority
grants, non-repayable state grants
for Kentucky residents. Based on
demonstrated financial need,
these awards will be $500 for
1988-89.
4. Perkins 'Alan ( formerly National Direct Student Loans,
repayable long-term, low-interest
(5 percent loans of up to $1,000 to
students whose family incomes
and total assets place limitations
upon resources for educational
purposes. The loans have some
provisions for cancellation and-or
deferment of repayment,
however, the majority are repaid
over a 10-year period, with

Chase...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Around noon, he said, two
boys brought him a purse that they
had seen thrown from a vehicle orr
Peters Road in Calloway County.
The boys gave a description and a
license number that matched the
teletype. Peeler said.
Shortly after, McCracken County authorities notified Peeler of
the names of the juveniles believed to be involved. Peeler recognized one of the boys as a former resident of Calloway County that he
had charged with truancy almost
two years ago.
The detective then obtained information from the local juvenile
officer concerning the youth's
former place of residence in the
county and headed in that direction. Peeler said just before he arrived at the home at 2:35 p.m., he
met the stolen vehicle on Independence Church Road, approximately four miles north of Almo.
Peeler said he turned around
and chased the two for approximately three miles before they
finally stopped. He said it was not
a hignpeed chase. The youths
would not get out of the car at first,
Peeler said, but after he kept yelling at them, they got out and were
ordered to lie on the ground.
Two other police department
units arrived about five minutes
after the juveniles were handcuffed. The Calloway County Sheriff
was also on the scene, Peeler said.
Two 20-gauge, single-barrel
shotguns were found in the car,
along with a bandanna and
camouflage hat that were
reportedly ukccl in the robbery,
and a sack containing $10.56,
Peeler said.
The youths have been charged in
McCracken County with firstdegree armed robbery. theft over
*100, criminal possession of a forged inStrument and third-degree
burglary. Detective Emery said
the burglary charge stems from
the Sunday break-in of the same
water district A hearing for the
toys, who are lodged in McCracken juvenile detention center,
will be Monday, he added
No charges were filed locally
apinst the _youths, who are
cousins, -Feeler said.

payments made quarterly, beginning six months after the student
leaves school.
5. Nursing Student Loans.
repayable long-term, low-interest
16 percent 1 loans to eligible
students enrolled in the nursing
program. Based on the financial
need of the nursing student, these
loans are repaid on an annual
basis over a 10-year period after
the student leaves the nursing
program.
6. Federal Work-Study Employment, on-campus employment opportunities of up to 12 hours of
work per week. Qualified students
with appropriate financial needs,
skills, interests and aptitudes are
considered for these jobs. The. rate
of pay is $3.35 per hour
7. University Student Employment, on-campus employment of
up to 15 hours a week for students
who do not qualify for the Federal
Work-Study Program or who do
not have other maximum federal
aid. The rate of pay is $3 35 per
hour
Additional information about
student financial aid and application forms are available in the Student Financial Aid Office, Basement, Sparks Hall, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky., 42071.
telephone 762-2546.

Democrats _must
file delegate
forms soon
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP 1 Kentucky Democrats who want to
be delegates to the party's national convention must file forms
by Saturday to run for the,
positions.
Fifty-five of the state's 62
delegates will be selected based on
the statewide or congressional
district results of the March 8
primary and will be bound to vote
for a specific candidate on the first
convention ballot. The other seven
slots go to "super delegates," party and elected officials who are officially uncommitted.
Three candidates - Tennessee
Sen. Albert Gore Jr
Jesse
Jackson and Massachusetts Gov.
Michael Dukakis - earned pledged delegates in the primary.
Of the 55 pledged delegates, 36
will be chosen based on congressional district results. The remaining 19 will be chosen on statewide
results, seven of whom will be party and elected officials pledged to
a certain candidate.

Local residence
damaged in fire
The residence of Cary Brandon,
603 1/2 N. 18th St., received major.
damage from an early morning
fire today, according to a report
from the Murray Police
Department.
Brandon was reportedly asleep
when he woke up to find the house
on fire at approximately 3:30 a.m.
The report indicated that the
house was engulfed upon arrival of
fire fighters. The cause of the fire
is yet undetermined, a fire department spokesperson said.
Firemen were on the scene for
approximately three hours. The
house is owned by Keith Brandon,
the report said.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP - The Railroad Commission apparently is
safe for another two years.
J.C. Combs, who defeated incumbent commissioner Jimmy Turner in
November, was true to a campaign promise to attempt to abolish the office. He persuaded state Rep. Mark Farrow, 1)-Stamping Ground, to
propose a constitutional amendment to do away with the three-member
commission.
But Farrow said Tuesday his bill was lodged in the House State
Government Committee. where he expects it to languish and die of
neglect. "It's not going anywhere this time." he said.
Because issues involving a state lottery, the broad-form coal deed and
perhaps annual legislative sessions already are headed for the ballot,
Combs' cause appears "way down on the totem pole as far as constitutional amendments are concernd," Farrow said
"I suspect we'll take another look at it in 1990," Farrow said "I
believe we have to either fund the railroad commission adequately or
replace it.
Nearly all of Kentucky's railroads are regulated by federal agencies,
so the state commission essentially has no powers and no duties. Combs
said.
- --FRANKFORT. Ky. i API - A Senate committee on Wednesday approved a watered-down version of a bill aimed at controlling people who
peddle pornography.
The original version of House Bill 41 would have allowed any citizen to
go to court to have a business closed down if the court determined the
store distributed obscene material.
The bill passed by the Judiciary-Civil Committee is much more
limited. It would allow county attorneys or commonwealth's attorneys
to ask a judge to declare material obscene If the judge makes such a
ruling, the distributor would have five days to dispose of the offending
material.
If no action was taken within five days, the prosecutor could move to
have the business that distributed the material declared a public
nuisance and closed.
John Mitchell, an attorney for an association of video store owners,
said the bill is still a concern because it does not let people know in ad.
vance what is obscene.
-Tell us it's obscene, we will get nd of it, Mitchell said "Their is no
way that the dealers can be sure that they are in compliance with the
aiw
The bill was approved without dissent but most still win passage in the
Senate and be accepted by the House, which passed a different version.
--- FRANKFORT. Ky.( AP( - A bill to allow teachers to order a 'minute
of silence'' to begin the school day was sent back to the Senate Education Committee on Wednesday, possibly killing tt for the 1988 legislative
session.
.
House Bill 6 had been held in the Senate Rules Committee since its approval by the Education Committee last week. The Education Committee could approve it again, but the Rules Committee was not expected to
allow it to reach a floor vote
FRANKFORT. Ky. API - A bill to require school boards to publish
.the names and salaries of board members' relatives hired by the school
system each year was approved Tuesday by the House Education
Ccrm m ittee
House Bill 606 was billed as an "anti-nepotism" bill that would reduce
school-system politics. But critics called it a harrassment bill.
"If we are serious about politics, I think we're looking in the wrong
place," said Kentucky School Boards Association Director David
Keller, who delivered a blast at the Kentucky Education Association.
No one is more political than the KEA, which has 31,000 teacher
members, and its political action committees, Keller said.
Teaching is a tradition in some families, particularly in eastern Kentucky. Keller said.
The committee added an amendment to require the Kentucky Board
of Education to draw up a formula for the number of classified
employees a school could have.
"We found some of the poorest districts in the state have got more
janitors and cooks and bus drivers than districts three times their size,"
said Rep. Freed Curd, D-Murray.
Other bills approved by the committee included:
-HB494, to create a 15-member teacher-certification commission
dominated by teachers. The bill was approved by the committee earlier.
but was sent back for a subcommittee hearing. It would replace the present Council on Teacher Education and Certification.
-HB812, which would prohibit firing a classified school employee except f6r legal cause, once the employee completed a six-month probation period. The bill would give school support personnel some job
security for the first time, said the sponsor, Rep. David Hourigan, D.
Gravel Switch.
Keller. of the school boards association. objected, saying, "This is a
tenure bill for classified employees, pure and simple.-71-1B716, to create a separate governing board for adult vocational
education, which is currently governed by the state school board.
FRANKFORT, Ky. 4ATh - Kentucky's end-of-May primary election
would be returned to August, as It was 30 years ago, under a bill approved Tuesday by the Senate Elections and Constitutional Amendments
Committee.
Senate Bill 315 "would preserve spring for the things spring was
meant for, which is fishing," said Sen. Nick Kafoglis, D-Bowling Green,
Its sponsor.
With a primary in late August, followed by a general election in early
November, "we would really have one campaign rather than two campaigns," Kafoglis said.
SB315 was saddled with an amendment to have the proposed August
1991 election double as the state's presidential preference primary
That would make Kentucky's primary the first in the nation for the
1992 presidential campaign, but the amendment was not thought to have
serious support. It was offered by Sen. Nelson Allen, D-Greenup.
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PERSPECTIVE
Letters'to The Editor

Resident expresses concern
Dear Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity to express a concern about
our city government's plans to
raise city sticker prices.
I understand that the loss of
revenue sharing monies has hurt
city government's income. The
loss of this money has prompted
the need for additional revenues.
The people of Murray need to be
informed as to what happened to
the government revenue sharing
money of the past.
The increase proposed by the
council on city sticker prices,
ranging from 100 to 300er; , seems
almost hard to believe. One must
wonder if there are not some other

ways that additional revenues
could be raised, or if the city
government could not trim their
budget some.
Once we are all informed as to
what, when, where, and why these
increases are needed, and how the
money will be used, it will make it
much easier when I go to purchase
my city stickers. Without being informed about the need and useage
of our money, what will be next, a
100 to 300e7 increase in our property taxes?
Sincerely,
Richard A. Scott
904 Story Ave.
Murray, Ky.

All-Stars thank businesses
Dear Editor:
The Laker All Stars wish to
thank the following people &
businesses for their contributions
& support:
Ross Ins. Agcy., Bank of Murray, Linda & Rob NicCallon, Dr.
Joe L. Mason, Shoemaker Seed
Co., Martha's Hi-Burger,
ilitithie's Gulf, Robert 0. Miller,
.Roy's Pharmacy, Tabers Body
Shop, HT Marketing Hawaiian
Tropic, Haverstoc k -Attorneys.
U.S.A. 76 Mart., Gene Steely
Backhoe Service. Dwain Taylor
Chev., Murray Supply Co.,
Jane & Carmon Morton,
Three-M Motors, Murray Nissan
Chrysler Dodge Inc Billy Crouse

Auto, Cunningham Auto Repair,
Michael H. Keller CPA, Peoples
Bank. Racer Oil Co., Alexander
Septic Services, Inc., Connie
Morgan Used Cars, Optunist Club,
Dave Johnson, Bob Cornelison,
Ky. Farm Bureau, Dennison &
Hunt, Mr. & Mrs. James Grooms
and,Rex Camp.
If anyone would be interested in
making a contribution contact:
Mike Shelton at 435-4228 or Rickey
Alexander at 753-5933.
The team will be leaving for
Lexington March 25th to play in
the Junior Pro State Tourney.
Sincerely,
Pam Alexander
For the Laker All-Stars.

Secretary appreciates support
Dear Editor .
I want to extend my deepest
thanks to all my friends in
Calloway County who attended the
banquet in my honor on March Sat
Lake Barkley State Resort Park.
It was a wonderful evening and
a real delight to have a chance to
visit with you and tell you about
my appointment as Secretary of
the Kentucky Tourism Cabinet.
I am excited about working with
you to expand the critical tourism
Industry and, indeed, need your
help now as we face the final days
of the General Assembly
I urge you to write your
legislators or call them on the
toll-free legislative hotline at
1-800-372-71811 and ask them to
support three bills that are vital to
tourism
11 Vote "yes" for the Governor's
proposed • budget as. it was introduced. Governor Wilkinson has
recommended a significant increase in the tourism budget.
Tourism brings $3.6 billion into the
Commonwealth every year and
passing the budget just makes
good business sense.
21 Vote "yes" on HB 181 which
would allow all the schools in Kentucky to open on the same date
(the Tuesday after Labor Day i
which would be a boost for tourism
and be beneficial to Education
since it would put all our students
on equal footing for testing
purposes

, 3 Vote "yes" on HB 706 as
amended, to allow limited signage
on our highways. We have wonder.
ful attractions in our region, but
there is no way to get that
message to visitors who are passing through on 1-24.
Again, thank all of you who attended the banquet in my honor
and a special thank you to the
Trigg County and Lake Barkley
Business and Professional
Women's organizations who sponsored the event. I look forward to

seeing yOu often in Western Kentucky and count on your help in the
upcoming years
Sincerely,
Mary Ray Oaken
Secretary

Humane Society
doing good .work
Dear Editor.
The letter from Mrs. Maxwell of
the Humane Society thanking the
local police and fire departments
for their help in rescuing a dog
from a storm sewer left me
wondering who should thank the
Humane Society for all of the good
work they do in taking care of the
animals in this community
They are a definite asset to the
community, and few cities this
size are lucky enough to have such
a group. I think I speak for many
in the city and county in saying
thanks for caring for the animals
and for making this community a
better place in which to live.
Sincerely,
( Mrs.i Melva Belfort
New Concord, KY

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
The phrase "live one day at a
time" wasn't invented by
Alcoholics Anonymous, although it
has been used wisely and to good
effect by that organization.
In the seventeenth century the
English poet John Dryden wrote
the following lines of poetry which
contain the "one day at a time"
sentiment.
Happy the Man, and happy
he alone, He who can call today his own; He who, secure
within, can say, Tomorrow,
do thy worst, for I have liv'd
today.
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Civil War camps to come alive this weekend in LBL
David Bowker can hardly wait
until this weekend. Keenly interested in Civil War history and
military life, David is counting the
hours before he takes the field in
his Confederate gray alang with
"the Federals" in the annual Blue
& Gray Affair in the lower end of
the Land Between the Lakes.
The event will offer Civil War
buffs a rare insight into military
life during the War Between the
States. _
David, who puts vinyl tops on
cars during the'week and serves
as Sunday School director at Spring Creek Baptist Church out near
the airport on Sundays, tells me a
couple hundred or more of the
Civil War devotees are expected
for the LBL enactments.
These are the fellows who constantly are researching the war
from the soldiers' viewpoints —
particularly the conditions under
which they lived and fought.
Those in the LBL next weekend
will be equipped, armed and
dressed in authentic reproduction
uniforms as they portray soldiers
in both the Confederate and Union
armies.
This isn't the biggest such event
they've held by any means. The
biggest one, David says, in which
he has participated Os-last year
at the scene of the costly battle of
Shiloh, fought April 6-7, 1862, at
Pittsburg Landing on the Tennessee River and 22 miles northeast of Corinth. Miss.
More than 7,000 Civil War enthusiasts were on hand for the reenactment of that big battle in

Garrott's
; Galley
By

Garro
which the two armies lost more
than 24,000 men.
• • •
The "troops" in the LBL reenactment this weekend will be in
two camps — one Confederate and
one Union. These will be open to
the public from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday and from 9:30 a.m. to 1
p.m. Sunday. The shortened Sunday hours will give the "soldiers"
time to strike camps and return to
their homes before nightfall.
While in the camps, visitors —
who will be paying $1 per person
for the privilege will be able to
talk with the "troops," watch
them drill and fire their weapons.
The encampments, according to
David, will be located near
Wildcat Hollow, which is on the
southern end of the Land Between
the Lakes and not far from where
Fort Henry was on the Tennessee
River before Kentucky Lake was
impounded and it inundated.
You cross the Paris Landing
bridge, go about two miles toward
Dover on 79 until you come to a
paved road on the left. Turn in
there. Signs should lead you to the
Blue & Gray Affair.
• • •
David is looking forward to this
weekend's encampment, because

Looking- Back
Ten years ago
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital adopted a $7 million
hospital budget for the next fiscal
year at a meeting last night. Room
rates will be increased, according
to Stuart Poston, administrator.
Patricia Diane Clark. daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. Armin L. Clark, is
an attorney-advisor in Management and Disposal Branch, Real
Estate Division, Nashville District
Corps of Engineers.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Tim Scruggs, Feb. 8,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Wally
Young, March 7.
Calloway County High School
Chapter of Future Homemakers of
America had Mom's Night banquet at Colonial House
Smorgasbord on March 14. Tena
Eldridge, president, presided.
Twenty.vears ago
R.K. Carpenter. local Southern
Bell Telephone Co, manager, said
his company will- spend approximately $300.000 in Murray and
Calloway County in 1968 to expand
and improve telephone facilities
here.
Ernie Williams, Murray High
School student and piano student
of Miss Lillian Watters, was winner of First District Music Contest
of Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs • held at Murray
Woman's Club House on March 9.
Emmett Thompson, 56, died in a
fire in a shed near his home off
Highway 94 East on March 15.
Jerry Prescott, 24, injured in the
same fire died today.
Births reported include a boy to
Don and Shirley Doran, March 6.

Thirty years ago
Winners of bonds given away at
open house of newly remodeled
Bank of Murray were Mrs. Robert
Boitnott, $100, Mrs. Joe Pat
James. $50, and Mrs. M.G.
Richardson, $25.
Calloway County Safety Council
will hold its first meeting on
March 27 in Calloway County courtroom, according to Robert 0.
Miller, chairman.
Benton Indians, coached by Bill
Farris, beat North Marshall for
championship of First Regional
High School Basketball Tournament before a sell-out crowd at
Murray State College Sports
Arena.
• Mary Louise Baker and Jean
Weeks attended Friendship Night
of Mayfield Chapter No. 433 Order
of the Eastern Star on March 14.
Mrs. Weeks was guest chaplain.
Forty years ago
Marian Copeland. Betty
Yancey. Gus Robertson Jr. and
John Stanley Shelton have been
chosen by the faculty of Murray
Training School to be listed in
Who's Who Among Students in
American High Schools.
011is Warren has been,named as
a member of Murray Police
Department.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Robertson,
Mrs. Carter Robertson and James
Franklin Huie, all of Detroit,
Mich., have been visiting relatives
and friends here.
Miss Erin Montgomery
presented a program at a meeting
of Woman's Society of Christian
Service of Sulphur Spring
Methodist Church. Miss Maude
Nance is WKS president.

for the first time, he and Stan plain, is a box-like, two-wheeled
Silvers, a Paducah friend whom carriage to which the horses pullhe met at a Civil War encamp- ing the gun were hitched and upon
ment, will wheel out their restored which the men, generally two,
six-pounder artillery piece.
rode while driving the horses. The
This is a full-scale artillery gun's shot, powder and related
piece of the horse-drawn type used paraphernalia are carried in its
during the Civil War by "Cobb's box-like body.
• • •
Battery," a unit made up of men
from the Lyon County area. It was
Much of the gun's restoration
known by the name of its com- work, the reproductions of the
mander, Robert Cobb of wheels, which are almost five feet
Eddyville.
high, and the limber with its
The battery, which originally wheels and tongue have been done
was equipped with six-pound guns by Amish craftsmen — first in the
and two 12-inch howitzers, sur- Amish country around Lancaster,
faces every now and then in Civil Pa., and of late at an Amish colony
War history as having seen action at Mattoon. Ky., near Marion in
at Shiloh, Missionacy Ridge in the Crittenden County,
battle for Lookout Mountain at
An effort was made to restore
Chattanooga and at Chickamauga. the trailer, but they ended up buyThe two 12-inch guns had special ing another one for $1,000. Hubs
names. One was known as "Miss for the wheels were forged to scale
'Vertie," in honor of the wile of Jef- by an Indianapolis firm and finishferson Davis, who was president of ed by the Amish in Pennsylvania.
the Confederacy.
The spokes and the wheels were
The other was affectionately fashioned from white oak and rock
known as "Miss Mary," in honor maple at a cost of $30 per spoke,
of the wife of Robert E. Lee. Both and there are 14 spokes in each of
were lost in the battle at Shiloh.
the four wheels involved. The
Four of its other guns also were Amish workmen said reproducing
abandoned on the field at Shiloh, the cannon's wheels was the bigbut recovered when men from the gest project they had ever
battery, under the cover of undertaken.
darkness, bravely used horses and
Two weeks ago, David and Stan
mules to drag them back to Con- stood by and watched as the iron
federate lines to be fired again.
"tires" — heated red hot in a huge
Twelve of the battery's men open fire — were hammered into
were killed at Shiloh and 29 were place on the wooden, spoked rims,
wounded. At Chickamauga, 16 of temporarily setting them afire.
its horses were killed and 10 of the
The first time they were put on,
guns it had accumulated by that it was found that the tires were to
time — Sept. 19-20, 1863 — were large and would not tightly fit the
abandoned on the field.
rims. Two inches had to be cut out
When Cobb was promoted to an .of them and they were rewelded
infantry command, so the story together before being pronounced
goes, the battery, which was form- „perfect fits.
ed September 20, 1861, in EdNow finished, the gun's wooden
dyville, got a new commander, a parts need only to be painted or
Captain Gracy. Thereafter, it was stained to stand as a full-scale
known as "Gracy's Battery."
restoration of a six-pounder like
• • •
the ones used by the famous EdThis weekend, David, who is 34, dyville battery.
will be playing the role of the first
Although it has been test fired,
lieutenant with Cobb's Battery 125 David and Stan have not decided
years ago, although he does not as yet if they will fire it in the canknow the officer's name. ,
non competitions at the Blue &
Too, for the first time, he will be Gray Affair this weekend. It is
wearing his new Confederate capable of hurling its six-pound
uniform — hat, pants, coat, sash
ball as far as two miles.
and hand-crafted boots. All were
made especially for him and at
considerable expense at a Virginia
shop which specializes in
reproducing military uniforms.
David and Stan's restored sixpounder is of the same type as the
guns used by Cobb's Battery.
Their interest in it started some
months ago when they saw listed
in a six-year-old edition of Civil
Preferred drivers deserve
War Courier a six-pounder field
preferred rates. Check
piece, its limber, trailer, tires and
Out
our MEDALIST AUTO
ball mold.
POLICY
They found and bought it — badly deteriorated and much in need
of restoration — at Sterling, Ill.
"If we had fired it then, it would
have collapsed into a pile of kindling." David laughed. Although no
records are available, he and Stan
believe the smooth-bore gun is an
authentic Civil War field piece.
A "trailer", he went on, is w.bal
Purdom Thurman
hdlds the gun, upon which it is
&.McNUtt Insurance
transported and fired. It has two
407 Maple Southside 753 4451
large wheels and a long heavy
Ct Sq.
trailing piece, which rests on the
ground when the gun is in firing
State Auto
position or hooked to its "limber
Insurance
for towing.
Companies
The "limber," he went on to ex-
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Don't Be Late For
Your Portrait Date
Hurry and save $3!
This raster Special is
only available during
the next few days.
Brand new Easter
outfits make it the
perfect time of the
year to hop to it!
Visit the JCPenney
Store listed below

FLORIDA'S SUITEST VACATION
on ORLANDO'S ATLANTIC OCEAN BEACH
Beautiful new all-suite resort 1 or 2 bedroom suites have fully equipped kitchens,
living/dining area, private balcony,/ Cable
TV and HBO. Swimming pool, sun
decks, wide expanse of beach. Enjoy (4*,
sightseeing, golf, tennis, water sports,
fishing. Near 1-4 and 1-95 . just a short
drive to Disney World and all Central Florida attractions.

Base1d6otno availability f8ro8m

Oceania Suite Hotel Apr.

421 S Atlantic Ave. New Smryna Beach, FL 32069(904)-423.8400
TOLL FREE: Florida 800.342-5034

NATIdNAL 1-800-874-1931

New Smyrna Beach, FLORIDA

IMMO

FREE 10x 13 Wall Portrait

as

with purchase ot

For only WA," 7
18 Portraits
t
Choose one8 x10, one 5x 7and
4 matching wallet portraits from one pose.
It includes 12 Firitndship Prints and your
Free 10 x 11 Wall Portrait

For your best oceanfront value, enjoy a
spacious suite (not just a hotel room) on
Florida's best beach
Special Rates:
$35.00* ONE BEDROOM SUITE
$42.50* TWO BEDROOM SUITE
night, double occupancy
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Portrait Hours
Thurs.-Fri. 10-2 & 3-7
Sat. 10-1 & 2-5

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
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• Pets
of
the
week

PETS OF THE WEEK - These three animals, along with other animals, are available for adoption at Animal
Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street, operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County.
They are, from left, "Smokey," a male German wirehaired pointer; "L.B.," a male long haired tabby; and
"Doc," a male black cat. Animals who do not find homes must be destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to the
public, are 12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m.,Saturday and Sunday. For information call
759-4141.

Rufus QuMer Knight feted on 90th birthday
Rufus Quiller Knight of Rt.
Murray, was guest of honor of
nearly 100 relatives and friends
who assembled to celebrate his
90th birthday recently at Holiday
Inn of Murray.
Numerous guests from Texas,
Pennsylvania, Virginia, Tennessee, Michigan and Illinois
attended.
The Murray man is an active
member of Good Shepherd United

:ARGAIN SHOWS • ALL SEATS S2.5 1
SAT. SUN. AFT. & TUES. NITE
753-0881
CENTRAL
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Methodist Church. He is known
widely for his expressio of Christian love, and his give- -way of
over 1,071 small Christian crosses
over the past several years.
Mr. Knight achieved a degree of
medical fame a year ago by his
survivorship of a very serious
heart operation involving a triple
artery by-pass, and heart valve
replacement. As the oldest surviving person of this operation in this
state, and a pioneer as a result,
Mr. Knight is the focus of an article in the medical journal to be
published soon. He has recovered
fully, and as he puts it "has
achieved his pre-operation
fighting weight."
•• „Actively employed until he was
80, when he could no longer find
employment, he considered retirement with great reluctance. For
many years he served as a cook to
students at Murray State University. His principal employment
was as a railroad brakeman for
the Chicago Belt Railroad in
Chicago, Ill. After a job accident
forced a disability retirment, he
and his wife moved back to Murray in 1956 and built a "dream
home" on the Lynn Grove Road.
Born on Feb. 27, 1898, near Murray, Mr. Knight is the survivor
with his half sister, Goldie, of
some 20 brothers, sisters, stepbrothers and stepsisters. His first
wife, Qula Parks Knight, died in
1962. Mr. Knight is married to the
former Emma Douglass, and they
will celebrate their 25th wedding

anniversary in two years.
In attendance at this birthday
party and celebration were his only child and daughter, Mrs. Sylbia
Kunst, and her husband, Arthur
Kunst Sr. of DuBois, Pa.; his four
(('ont'd on mice 6)

DATEBOOK
SibIiiig Class.planncd -Tuesday
A Sibling Class will be Tuesday. March 22. at 7 p.m. in third floor
elassroom of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The one-session class
introduces expectant brothers and sisters to the idea of having a new
baby brother or sister at home. Those attending will explore their feelings about a new baby and see babies in the hospital's nursery'. Persons
should register for the class by calling the hospital. 753-5131. ext. 144, or
Nancy Orr R.N., 753-6821.

Full

kindergarten planncd

Calloway County School System will offer a full day kindergarten program for all kindergarten age students who are enrolled in Calloway
County Schools during '1988-89 school year. This will provide a comprehensive variety of activities for students include circle time, music.
library, physical education. Alpha program. IBM Writing to Read Program, story time, art, listening studying skills, language development.
lunch, breakfast. snacks. rest time, organized play and focal units.
Parents who wish to have their children enrolled in kindergarten for a
half-day session will have that option. Registration for 1988-89 Calloway
County Kindergarten will be at 9 a.m. as follows: Monday. March 21. at
North Calloway; Tuesday. March 22. at Southwest Calloway; Wednesday. March 23, at East Calloway.

Senior adults plan noon meal
Senior Adults of First Baptist Church will meet Monday. March 21. at
12 noon in Fellowship Hall of church. .A potluck luncheon will be served
Laura Jones and Lone Jones, members of Calloway County High School
Speech Team, will present a program. All senior adults are invited to attend, a church spokesman said.

Book study will he on Sunday

RICHARD PRYOR
'.1.

MOVI

YOUTH ACTI1 lTlFS - Over 55 young people participated in Youth Sunday emphasis at First Baptist Church
last Sunday. The youth, grades 7.12, were involved in several areas of responsibility from teaching Sunday
School to leading in worship through music, sharing testimonies, praying, giving announcements, ushering
and taking of the offering. The Youth Choir will have a car wash on Saturday, March 19. from In a.m. to 4 p.m.
at the church. No charge will be made for the service, but donations will be accepted. If weather conditions
are bad (cold and rainy) the car wash will be Saturday. March 25. Also the choir will present a dinner theater
style event on Friday and Saturday, April I and 2. Proceeds from both events will go to offset Oi'e cost of the up.
coming choir tour in Tennessee, Georgia and Florida during spring break in April. Youth members pictured
are, from left, front row, Sally Puce, Ginger Crouch, Vicki Woods. Lori England, Traci Walker, Margie
Shultz, Jenny Lough, Alison Ward, Hope Carlin, Andrea Rose, Sara Thompson, KaDonna Randolph, Jennifer
Wright. Chris Edwards. Ryan Malone, Timmy Cunningham, Jamie Walker. Derek Plummer; second row.
Amy Barnett, Jenny Ragsdale. Shelley Rudolph, Heather Kraemer, Betsy Herndon, Laura Jones. Shannon
Shields, Kristi Cowan, Tracy Bowling, Lisa Rickman. Jennifer Fairbanks. Kathy Stockton, Greg Knedler,
Chris Dill, Gene Cook, Benjamin %right, Ivan Sewell, Todd Earwood; third row , Choir Director Nell Ear.
wood, Beth landegritt. Heather Burgess, Ginger Billing-ton, Debbie Mott. Beth Henninger, Bethany Thomp.
son, Angie Herndon, Lisa Rexroat, Keith Jones, Scott Rose, Mickey Hill. Benji Kelly , John Dailey Ihiv id
McDowell. Doug Bell and Minister of Youth/Education R.P. Hodge.

7

Acteens, Pioneer RAs and Baptist Young Men of First Baptist Church
will have a book study on Sunday,-March 20, from 12 noon to 3 p.m. in
church parlor. The study on "Body Builders" will be conducted by Keith
and Carole Inman.
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Seniors' trip is scheduled
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Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens' Tour Director Toopie
Thomas Moore has plans for a trip for seniors and fnends to
Cumberland Falls State Resort Park, Corbin. for Tuesday. May 31. and
Wednesday. June 1. Included will be transportation by bus. two nights'
lodging, two breakfasts and two dinners. Activities have been planned
for those interested. Of special interest will be one of'Mother Nature's
tricks. Magic of mist creating the moonbow on the falls. For reservations and more information, call 753-0929.
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Oncology class to be Monday
Rufus quiller Knight
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to Homeplace Family Restaurant
to 8 oz. New York Strip
Good
•Indudes choice of potato tossed
salad & french bread
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4
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ALL YOU CAN EAT
Sonisloss Fish or Catfish Stooks

to

475
1906 Coldwater Rd

West Kentucky Oncology Nursing Society will meet Monday. March
21, at 7 p.m. in Executive Board Room at Western Baptist Hospital.
Paducah. "Cancer Patient Data Management System" will be the program to be presented by Paula Kepner and Pam Langston. Registered
nurses attending will receive 0.2 CEUs from the University of Louisville.
which is accredited by Central Regional Accrediting Committee of the
American Nurses' Association. This offering is approved by Kentucky
Board of Nursing for two contact hours. For information call 1-442-1310

Special service at Welch home
A nondenominational service of "Praise, Prayer and Fellowship" will
be tonight ‘Thursday4 at 7 p.m. at the home of the Revs. Mark and
Karen Welch. 321 North Seventh St., Murray. This special service is held
each third Thursday at the Welch home. The Welchs have the New Life
Christian Center on the east side of the courtsqu are.
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759-1864
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Vaught graduates from course
Marine Pfc. Dale R. Vought recently graduated from Marine Corps
Recruit Depot, Parris Island, S.C. Pfc. Vought, son of Dan and Jean
NM,
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"Thank you for allowing
us to be a part of Dr. Dan Miller's
new medical offices.

Warren of New Concord, is a 1985 graduate of Calloway County High
School, He.entereethe Marine Corps through the Delayed Entry Program 'in May 1987 ,and reported to active duty at Parris Island in
December_1987. Following 10 days of'recruit leave. Pfc. 'ought will take
formal training in aviation maintenancr at Millington. Tenn,
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Patient Isn't Smiling at Dentist
Who Refuses to Pull a Tooth
DEAR ABBY

Well, I thought I'd

for rides to church

shopping sir

heard everything until I went to a anywhere else women hitch rides to.
dentist in a new town and needed to to please shut up for at least two
have a tooth pulled Would you minutes"
believe that dentist doesn't pull
I realize that most of these women
teeth? He sent me to an oral who live alone need to talk, but if
surgeon. I--found it hard to believe they don't come up for air once in a
that a dentist couldn't - or while, they will be looking for
wouldn't - pull a tooth, so I asked another means of transportation
the receptionist at the oral sur•
The minute the car door is open,
geon's office why my dentist they start to tell you everything
wouldn't pull my tooth. She said my they have done from the time they
dentist wanted to make sure it was got up SOrnft?rneti Ihave something
extracted correctly, as if there was important to gay before I drive off,
an incorrect way to pull a tooth
and I actually have to shout to keep
When I went in 141 -see the oral• them quiet I no longer pick up some
surgeon, he told me that my dentist women for that reason
and he were lifelong friends Then
Please print this. Abby The
he assured me that my dentist was talkers know who they arc
a very fine dentist i If he was such
THE MINER DRIVEN
a tine dentist, how come he doesn't
know how to pull a tooth cotorectly't
DEAR DRIVER: All right, so
It cost me a lot more to have the now that the talkers who
tooth pulled by an oral surgeon "know who they are" have seen
than if a dentist had done the job
this, please review your own
Abby, I 'find it hard to trust a
perceptive observation: -These
dentist who can't do a basic proce
women who live alone need to
dure like pulling a tooth, but sends talk."
me to a lifelong buddy down the
Indeed.they do. So, please, be
road who just happens to he an oral just a wee more patient.
surgeon I personally think they
have a nice little racket going What
do you think?

DISGUSTED IN VIRGINIA
DEAR DISGUSTED: You've
heard the expression, "... hard
as pulling teeth." It's true.
Pulling teeth is a specialty, and
while every dentist knows how
to pull teeth, an oral surgeon
has the special expertise and
equipment - not to mention the
experience - to handle any
possible complication or adverse reaction. (It's not usual,
but some dental patients have
died during an extraction.)
Rather than assume that the
dentist and oral surgeon had a
"nice little racket going," he
grateful that you had the heat
tooth extraction available in
that little Virginia town, by
gum.(Forgive me. I could have
said, "The yanks arg, coming,"
but I resisted it.)
• ••

DEAR ABBY Will you please tell
women who depend on other women

•••

DEAR ABBY What do you think
of able bodied people who park in
places that are clearly marked "For
Handicapped Only"? SUSAN IN RICHMOND. VA
DEAR SUSAN: I think they're
lazy, insensitive and uncaring.
Furthermore, they're dishonest
to take something that doesn't
rightfully belong to them. Rut
lest we judge too quickly, not
every "handicap" is visible.
There are people with heart
trouble, emphysema and numerous other health problems
who cannot walk a block without resting.
• • •

Don't put orr w riting thank-You
notes, letters of sympathy,etc. because
you don't know what to nay. Get
Ahhy's booklet."How to Write Letters
for All Occasion.." Send a check or
money order for 82./44111{3.:19 in Canada) to: Deer Abby, Wedding Booklet.
1'.0. Hot 447, Mount Morris. III. 61054
(posing.. and handling are includetb.

Entire Inventory

30%

Off

Excluding Tom Clark Line

Sat. March 19, 10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

hoe
hack

Originally $41.95 to $46.95
Introductory Spoclal
11311.95 to $42.93
Mon.-Sat. 9:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Olympic Plaza
759-4795
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• TRENCHING IS
OUR BUSINESS

753-8315

No Gift Wrapong or Charge'

Calltdahlts
Ono intl. North of the Court
Square In Perla, on Hwy. 641 S
Murray Hwy.

647 SOSO
Part. TN

C

Babies and dismissals are released
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital has released the
dismissals for Monday, March 14.
No newborn admissions were
listed.
Dismissals
Mrs. Pauline Byars, 803 Lois St.,
Paris, Tenn.; Miss Tina Cavitt, 101
Spruce St., Murray; Mrs. Norma
Karnes; Rt. 1, Box 243, Kirksey;
Miss Dianna Miller, Hilldale
Apts., Gr. 4, Box 16, Hardin; Mrs.
Patsy Stallons, Rt. 1, Box 214, Dexter; Jeffrey Wyatt, Rt. 1, Box 744,
Hardin;
Mrs. Palmer Butterworth, Rt. 7,
Murray; Mrs. Calle Cooper, Rt. 1,
Hazel; Mrs. Mayme Drowns, 1600
Belmonte Ct., Murray;

Willie Everett, 1315 Vine St,
Murray; Ms. Autumn McKinney,
Rt. 5, Box 281, Murray; William
Morris, Rt. 5, Box 327, Benton;
Mrs. Robbie Orr, 1660 Calloway
Ave., Murray; Ralph West, Rt. 1,
Box 173, Sedalia.

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County 'Hospital for Tuesday,
March 15, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Jaco baby boy, parents,
Elizabeth and Kevin, 904 John Lee
Dr., Paris, Tenn.

observations
by lochie hart

•
This is one we) of transportation in Valencia, Spain. We took a small
car which leKall only four passengers may ride. There were four of us
tra‘elers, plus the dri‘er. lie did some talking with the officers who saw
fi‘e in the car.
Writer's note: Another story
about a freighter cruise on the
Mediterranean.
---After 13 days crossing the Atlantic Ocean in cold and stormy
weather on the Klek. a- Yugoslavian- freighter, we made our first
port.,Valencia'. Spain
The landing was an expenehce:
dropping anchor off shore and being pulled in by tug boats and being inspected from head to toe by
custom officers - and getting letters from home there in the ship's
lounge was exciting.
We were anxious to leave the
Kirk and would have chosen any
available vehicle, including a
donkey 'cart; but following the
ship's officer's directions./ we
chose a taxi. The driver's name
was Senor Placido Picon. He
helped get us to the bank to get our
money changed into local currency; accompanied us to the postoffice where we mailed our' letters to
back home
Raising the Spanish flag
Before. entenng the Spanish
port, the flag of that country was
hoisted and placed beside the U.S.
flag. under which we had traveled
from New York City We learned.
that changing flags before entrance to _another national port
was the custom
Knowing Spanish language
would have helped
So far as we knew,,there was only one in our group who could
speak Spanish fluently He was an
American Marine, retired. And we
met him the last day of the trip
So we didn't get to use his interpretations. But our taxi driver added to our merriment by singing
"0 Sol Mio" and pointed out
interests.
Went to department store
The next (lay we tried shopping
In the department store. When we
saw an item we wanted, on
display, we just pointed. Although
the sales clerk said he spoke
English, I had difficulty in letting
him know that I wanted lace I
knew that lace from Spain was
special. But "one picture is worth
more than a 1,000 words." Fortunately, I was not wearing a pant
suit that day. I pulled up my skirt
and pointed to the lace trim. I got
the lace. And I could have lived
without it. I've_ never used it and
with other junk purchased in my
travels, it lies stored in a chest.
Hamburgers at last
We had been wined and dined
for 13 days on the freighter and
probably had gained a few pounds,
but were starving for an American
hamburger with all the trimmings
and a Coca-Cola in a bottle We got
just what we ordered with one exception - instead of a hamburger
bun, loaf bread was used. It was
delicious.
A group of U.S. world travelers
came by our table. saw what we

were eating and ordered the same
as ours.
No tipping from
English-speaking guests
Our trip was full of surprises mostly good ones. Here in this
restaurant, we left tips and went to
pay our bill The waiter followed
us, returned the tips and said,"We
never accept tips from Englishspeaking guests."

Dismissals
Mrs. Patricia Walker and baby
boy, Rt. 1, Box 401, Hollow Rock,
Tenn.; Mrs. Melanie Paschall and
baby girl, Rt. 2, Box 214, Puryear,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Sheryl Moody, Rt. 2, Box
149A1, Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs.
Wanda Outland, Box 84, New Concord; Relus J. McDougal, Rt. 1,
Box 52, Almo;
Jeremy Herndon, Rt. 4, Box
97A, Murray; Mrs. Patsy Nichols,
1504 Cardinal Dr., Murray; Miss
Angela Fitch, 1704 Keenland,
Murray;
Mrs. Jean Warren, HC Box 12,
New Concord; Mrs. Edna Linn,
609 Sycamore St, Murray; Joe
Tarry, Rt. 5, Box 729, Murray;
Mrs. Amy Wilson, Rt, 2, Box 194,
Hazel; Maurice Jones, Box 45,
Kirksey; Mrs. Ina Kaler, Rt. 1,
Box 259, Bentdn;
William Rhodes, Rt. 4, Box
213A, Murray; Mrs.-Marie Moody,
Rt. 1, Box 229, Almo; Ms. Burim
Collins, Rt. 1, Box 628, Dexter;
Mrs. Gertruce Broadway, Rt. 7,
Box 436, Murray; Kenneth Clark,
, Rt. 5, Box 356, Murray; Mrs. Carrie Pittman, 1607 Loch Lomond,
Murray.

One newborn admission and'
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
March 16, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Kernodle baby girl, mother,
Helen. HC Box 223A, New
Concord.
Dismissals
Mrs. Vanessa McDaniel and
baby boy, Rt. 2, Box 75, Murray;
Mrs. Delores Robertson. Rt. 3,
Box 429H, Murray;
Mrs. Helen Wilson, Rt. 1, Box
31C, Puryear, Tenn.; Miss Anita
Cavitt, 114 Ash St., Murray;
Hughes Edwards, Box 146E,
Almo; Wilson Gantt, Rt. 2, Box 35.
Murray; Virgil Tinsley, Rt. 6, Box
„267-A-5, Murray;
Johnny Downs, Rt. 5, Murray;
Mrs. Bessie Jones. 500 South Ninth
St.. Murray.
(

Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Like
Jimmy Carter
gives support
to special drive
LAGOS, Nigeria(AP)- Jimmy
Carter has vowed to support
Nigeria's drive to eradicate
guinea worm, a debilitating
parasite that permanently
disables 12,000 Nigerians
annually.
The former U.S. president, who
arrived Sunday on an overnight
visit to this West African nation,
pledged the support of Global 2000,
a private, non-profit institution
founded during his 1977-81
presidency. The Atlanta-based
organization funds health and
agriculture projects in the
developing world.

25%

This offer expires c 41 88 and 6 to be
used (mil% fir the purchase of eirtf_arsed Sdadium
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CLASS RINGS

Cook's Jewelry
Central Shopping
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874
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753-1606
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Begin Your Spring With Super Fashion Sayings
41.

A•

Beautiful Spring

.7)

DRESSES
Juniors • Mrssys• Petites • Holt Sizes
Choose horn oil the exotmg new Spring stsdicogs
Regularly Priced from 50 00 & more

Off

Selected group of

10

°0
OFF

Spring Resort
Sportswear

jir th

Sale March-A 8 & 19

l?

Entire Stock Regulork, 34 00 to 39 00

--apple blossom

299°
Entire SPRING Stock

i)owntown NItirra

-S3-4000

Outerwear Jackets

Catalina 1 Piece Mio

SUITS

COATS

Regular 80 00 to 194 00 Values

Regular 40 00 to 120 00 Values

SWIMSUITS

20% orr

NOW

-1

COUPON

Only REAL ITALIAN PIZZA

2 LARGE 16" PIZZAS
2 TOPPINGS itit:eise°°0:Ligiriefill:
2(1) LITER PEPSI
2-4-U

pid,
)rik
I xpircs 3 11 AR

Beautiful Spring

1

Junior & Missy

SWEATERS
Regular 25 00 to 38 00 Values

25cY0

OFF

Regular 24 00 to 47 00 Values

442-1212 442-9500
.:

Spring Fashion

SCARVES

20°/0

NOW

2O%

NOW

"/FF

1 599„ 2849

Beauty Care Ensemble Organically Grown & Hong Ten
FRANCES DENNEY"
FUN WEAR
Plecr

Set Egui‘olent 15

FREE

OF F

Entire SPRING Stock

Regiiiir 24 00 to 56 00 's
w tw-te-

NOW 25C
YO

OFF

All Spring

ENTIRE STOCK

BELTS

HATS

Regular 5 00 to 32 00 Values

JEWELRY

Regular 25 00 to6 1 00 Values

NOW

25% .„

Bra or Girdle

759-9600

27"

OFF

Regular 6 00 to 42 00 Values

JEANS & SKIRTS

3 LOCATIONS
Central Shopping
Kentucky 1 125 S. 3rd St.
Center
Oaks
Mall Bet Rinadim &Kentuctr
Murra‘

sJ

HANDBAGS

Entire DENIM Stock

I

NOW

38 00 V.

Regular 20 00 to 120 00 Values

NOW

9I.
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Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Like of Rt. 8,
Box 422, Murray, will observe
their 50th wedding anniversary on
Monday, March 21.
No formal celebration is
planned.
Mr. and Mrs. Like were married
March 21, 1938, by Benny Brown at
his home in Murray.
Mrs. Like, the former Eulala
Bailey, is the daughter of the late
J.W. Bailey and Olive Wilson
Bailey.
Mr. Like is the son of the late Arthur Like and Mary Parker Like.
He retired as manager of Murray
Wholesale Grocery Co.
They have one son, Ron Like
and his wife, Jean, of Ottumwa,
Iowa.
Their grandchildren are Mrs.
Brock (Kim I Salladin of Kannapolis, N.C., Jay Like of
Portland, Maine, and Amy Like of
Ottumwa. One great-grandchild is
Brittany Ann Salladin of
Kannapolis.
Mr. and grs. Like have two
stepgrandchildren, Roger Jackson
and Jody Jackson of Ottumwa.

The charter of the United Nations was signed in San Francisco
June ,26, 1945. Representatives of
50 countries joined to outline
future peaceful settlement of any
disputes endangering world
peace.

I -I

THURSDAY, MARCH 17, 1888

Couple will he married for 50 years

si,glic(i in 1 945,

•
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Comm community events are listed,
Thursday, March 17
Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291
Veterans of Foreign Wars will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in Annex of
Miller Courthouse Annex use
back entrancel.
---Special St. Patrick's program of
music by Rob, Anne and Kim
Lough and Doug Nesbitt, Jamie
Fields and Parker Brown will be
at 7 p.m. in Annex of Calloway
County Public Library. This is
free and open to the public.
Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor education unit of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Knight• • •

Thursday, March 17
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-j4059, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7663.
- - -Preceptor Omicron Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at 7 p.m.
at Hong Kong Restaurant.
---Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi is scheduled to meet at
7:30 p.m. at Ellis Center.
---Murray Single Connection will
meet at 7 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church., For information call Pam, 759-1105, Brenda,
753-25/3, or Glen, 435-4143.

(Cont'd from page 4)

grandchildren, Sylbia K. Sharon
Ann, Arthur F. Jr. and Donald R.
Kunst; and three great-grandchildren, William and Ryan
Trude and Michael Kunst.
Presiding over the event as
master of ceremonies was his sonin-law, Mr. Kunst Sr. Numerous
persons recounted fondly how Mr.
Knight had affected their lives.

The Rev. Bill Hart, pastor of Good
Shepherd Church, offered thanks
for the long life of Mr. Knight and
for his outstanding abiding faith in
the goodness of his fellow mankind.
A special fund was established
at Good Shepherd Church by the
guests to honor Mr. Knight.

WE
ARE
GOING
TO BE

Thursday, March 17
Front Porch Swing is scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m. at First Christian
Church.
---Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of Eastern Star will meet at
7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
---Hazel Woman's Club is scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at Hazel Community Center.
Twin Lakers Antique Car Club
wi,11 meet at 6:30 p.m. at Gateway
Restaurant, Draffenville.
--- Carol Poe Group of First Baptist
Church Women will meet at 7 p.m.
with Denise Travis.
---"Praise, Prayer and
Fellowship," nondenominational,
will be at 7 p.m. at home of Mark
and Karen Welch, 321 North
Seventh St. This is open to all interested persons.
-- -Friday, March 18
West Side Senior Citizens will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at Ellis Community Center.
---Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
----

Events in Land Between the
Lakes wit include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Honieplace-1850; Orienteering
Enrichment Series at Energy
Lake Campground.
Main Street Youth- Centel' at '05.
North Fourth St., Murray, will be
open from 4 p.m. to 12 midnight.
- - -Schools in both Calloway County
and Murray City School Systems

Wedding on Saturday

AND HERE IS HOW...VALUE.
88 Comanche Pickup
121 Hp Automatic Overdrive. Power
Steering, Power Qtsc Breakes, Rear Step
Bumper. 205 X 15 Radials. Tint Glass,
Cigar Lighter, Trim Rings. 18 Gal Fuel
Tank And More

The wedding of Miss Tressa Annette Brewer and Joseph Hardin
Ross will be solemnized on Saturday, March 19, at 2 p.m. at Murray
Woman's Club House, South
Seventh and Vine Streets.
Miss Brewer is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles D. Brewer
of Murray. Mr. Ross is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ross of-Rt. 1,
Dexter.
Charley Bazzell, minister of
University Church of Christ, will
perform the ceremony.
Music will. be Mrs. Tonda
Thomas and Mrs. Holly Blood-

NOTHING DOWN

$499
Ill mo.

Friday. March 18
will not be in session today.
---Administrative offices and
libraries at Murray State University will be closed today.
--- Mule Pull will begin at 7 p.m. at
West Kentucky Livestock Show
and Exposition Center. Admission
will be $2.
--- WKMS-FM Friendship Festival
will have • its on-air fundraiser
from 6 a.m. to midnight in studios
on sixth floor of Doyle Fine Arts
Building. Murray State
University.
-- - Way of the Cross will be at 7
p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church.
Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health Mental Retardation Board will have open house
from 3 to 5 p.m. for Mental Retardation, Devlopmental Disabilites
offices at 1400 H.C. Mathis Dr., in
old West Kentucky Vocational
School, Paducah.
- -Saturday. March 19.
Youth Choir of First Baptist
Church will have a car wash from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at church.
---Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St., will be open
from I p.m. to 12 midnight. A
dramatic pesentation, "Mary's
Story," wilrbe presented at 8 p.m.
For information call 753-TEEN.
---Gospel singing featuring The
Shelton Singers will beat 7 p.m. at
Bethel United Methodist Church.
- -Republican Organizational
meeting fOr delegate selection will
be at 10 a.m. in Robert 0 Miller
Courthouse Annex.

worth. Taped music will be
directed by Rick Flack.
Mrs. Jeanie Morgan, sister of
the bride-elect, will be matron of
honor.
Carl Doron will serve as best
man for Mr. Ross. Ushers will be
Pat Ross and Bobby Ross,
brothers of the groom-elect.
Mrs. Donna Wright will direct_
the wedding.
Couples' bridge with Kathryn
A reception will follow the
Outland and Mabel Rogers as
ceremony.
All friends and relatives are in- hostesses is. scheduled at 7:30 p m
vited to attend the ceremony and at Oaks Country Club.
- - -the reception.
Murray Single Connection has
planned a picnic at LBL. For in•. 74
1 -1-.:7
-17. 771 formation call Pam at 759-1105.
Brenda at 753-2513 or Glen at
435-4143
- - -AA and Al-Anon will meet at
Now Serving Breakfast
a.m.*
p in. at American Legion
This Weekend. FREE Coltec With Any
Building. South Sixth and Maple
Streets
Breakfast Plate.
*Serving 1-tot Plate Lunches & Dinners
Events in Land Between the
Nicat•-8( Choice of 3 Vcguiabli.-.
Lakes will include Orienteering
Open - a.m.-- p.m. Wycl -Sun
Outdoor Enrichment Series at
Energy Lake Campground; Arbor
Day Celebration; Blue-Gray Affair from . 930 a.m. to 4 p.m ;
Sigms of,Spring at 10 a.m., Flying
rn W of Kenkik std(c. P.Jrk
94 ITime
at 1 p.m and Night Visual at
mric
•
7:30 p m at Woodlands Nature
••;4 -• 7-1,...,4.1
Center, Iron Industry at 10:30
•
t
•
_2 •
,
a.m and 1 : 30 p m
at

RE-OPENING FRIDAY. MARCH 18TH

2 IN STOCK
For
Immardiato D•Ihr•ry

When it comes to value... Expect the Best.
••
• 1••••••• Me. •• •

Friday, March 18
Square and round dancing with
music by Sharecropper will be
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink.
- - -Events at St. 'Leo's Catholic
Church will be Communion Service at 12:15 p.m.; Fish Fry in
Parish Center at 4:30 p.m.; Stations of the Cross( no mass I at 7:30
p.m.
- -- Paducah Parents Withnut Partners will have an open dance at
p.m. in Riding Club Building at
30th Street entrance to Carson
Park, Paducah. For information
call 1-443-2432.
- -- AA and Al-Anon wIl meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center,.South
10th Street Extended. Mayfield.

.•••••••• ••••••• .0..O.*SflOAC• •

Valley Drive-In

110

Cain's JeeP

Hwy 641 IN
Mw ray, 753 6446

Eagle

4

Spring Savings
Spree!
Famous Name
Spring Dresses
Choose from a lovely new assortment of
Spring Dresses in Career, dressy & casual
st)les. Junior, Misses & Petite Sizes.

Saturday, March 19
Homeplace-1850; Starting Garden
Plants at 2 p.m. at Empire Farm.
--- Libraries at Murray State
University are closed today.
- -- Horse Pull will start at 7 p.m. at
West Kentucky Livestock Show
and Exposition Center. Admission
will be $3 for adults and $2 fo 12
and under. Weigh-in wll start at 12
noon
Sunday, March 20
W'aterfield and Legal Resources
Libraries at Murray State University will be open from 2 to 10 p.m.
Pogue Library will be closed.
---Chris Prosser will present
senior violin recital at 330 p.m. in
Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State
University.
- --Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Orienteering
Outdoor Enrichment Series at
Energy Lake Campground; BlueGray Affair from 9:30 a.m. to 3
p.m.; Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m. at Homeplace-1850;
Starting Garden Plants at 2 p.m.
at Empire Farm; Controversial
Coyote at 2 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center
- -- AA will have a closed meeting at
4 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Niaplc
Streets. For information call
7.5874050. 762-3399 or 753-7764
- --WOW Youth will have -March
Bundle of Fun Activity'. with
movie and pizza from 3 to 6 p.m at
Crady Hall, Camp WOW For information call 753-2319 or 753-4382
- -- Memorial Baptist Church Pup.
peteers will present a program at
6 p m at North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church A social hour will follow
-—The Seekers will present a program at 6 p m at University Baptist Church A fellowship meal will
follow
Acteens. Pioneer RAs and Baptist Young Met? of First Baptist
Church will have a book study
froti 12 noon to 3 p.m. in churth
parlor
--- -

Fiction and
non-fiction
I)0( ks listed
Best selling books for week of
March 13 have been released as
follows
FKTION
1 "The Icarus Agenda." Robert
Ludlum
2, "Treasure," Clive Cussler
3. "Hot Money." Dick Francis
4 "The Bonfire of the Vanities."
Tom Wolfe
5 "Tomrnyknockers." Stephen
King
6. "2061: Odyssey Three." Arthur Clarke
7. "Inh
tance.- Judith
Michael
8. "Kal
scope," - Danielle
Steel
NON-FICTION
I. "Trump The Art of the
Iteal.•' Donald J Trump
2. "The 8-Week Cholesterol
Cure." Robert Kowalski
3 "Elizabeth Takes Off,"
Elizabeth Taylor
4. "The Prize Pulitzer." Roxanne Pulitzer
5. "The Rise and Fall of the
Great Powers." Paul Kennedy
6. "Thriving on Chaos," Tom
['eters
7. "Keeping Secrets," Suzanne
Somers
8. "Success Is Never Ending."
Robet-t Schuller
;Courtesy of Waldenbooks

Spring Cotton Sweaters

9.99

Reg. To 16.99

Cotton Sweaters in delightful Spring colors
and new, fresh styles. S.M.L.

Spring Skirts Or Pants
Your Choice:

19

.99 lieg, To 36.99

Misses Skirts or Pants in an assortment of
styles and fabrics, including tine linens.

Fashion Scarves in coordinating
colors & designs,from 6.99.

5.00 Will Hold Your
Spring Selection.
Shop Now For The Best
Selection & Prices!

11r are, pirmwd to announce that
tr,ingrr compton (It f.rhel . recent bride
ssf henm Overbet ha,s made her wit-,
'long from our bridal rertri fo,
dee-ornate airewsriev.
(1
Ginger and henns were ITIArri,
Warch 3th.
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tir
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Good
Health

SEARS

Bel Air Center, Murray
Open: Mon.- Sat. 9 - 6

"THE SPECIAL DECORATOR"

3ro
S13900

WHILE QUANTITIES LAST

• Black. 36 X 80 only
• Decorator Grill
▪ 3 Stainless Steel Hinges
• Pre-hung for Easy
Convenient installation

FF:BBLARY IS DENTAL HEALTH MONTH — Lisa Bebber and David Kissack, third-grade students at East
Calloway Elementary, show the posters they made to help remind students to go and visit their dentist. Dr.
Steve Farmer and his assistant, Terri Martin, spoke with the third-graders about good dental health. In the
picture, Dr. Farmer demonstrates the correct way to brush your teeth.

- Tempered Glass Kickplate
• 1 14- th.ck. 2" wide main frame 1/ Self.storing storm door of extruded.
heat-treated aluminum • Tempered glass inserts interlock at meeting
rail • All inserts are weatherstripped and are removable • Key lock
cylinder, anti-lockout feature • Wide drip cap on the Z-bar frame header
• Wraparound "Marine type- glazing on glass inserts • Adjustable bottom expander with vinyl sweep • Strong extruded key corners held
firmly. double screwed • Zinc hardware and metal swivels on all inserts
• Contoured Z-bar is adaptable to most casings • Delivered and installed S199 00

Material for this page was submitted by the administrative staffs of
the Murray Independent School
District and the Calloway County
School District and edited by the
staff of the Ledger it Times.
Please direct your questions and
comments about area public
schools to the Murray City Schools
(753-4363) or the Calloway County
Public Schools (753-2893).

students in NIrs. alker's fourth•grade class at Southwest Elementary are learning what their parents do
hile the are at school. 1i esley England in ited his father, Larry. England, to speech to the class about his occupation. England informed the class about his teaching and speech coaching at Calloway County High
s( hoot. England and his son are shown displaying the Calloway County Speech Team Banner. The students
rv e‘cited about the prospect of starting on the speech team at the sixth-grade level in the Middle School.
England informed the students about as they can study and prepare themselves for high school and extra
curricular acti% ities. Any parent of fourth graders is invited to share his or her occupation or interest with the
lass as part Of our career a N a reness actisities.

A uthor zed Installers
TRUST SEARS TO GET
IT INSTALLED RIGHT!
Free Est.mates

, Kleen Gm 1 Lawn
Fertilizer u)/Weed Killer
19-4-4 Controls crabgass while it
feeds your lawn 20 lt. 102-37232

SAVE
mfr. mall-in rebate
—1.00'
$2501
Anal coat
8.49
Statesman
'I imiT
MR HOUSEHOLD Sug Reg. 11 99
Jackson Wheelbarrow 12 hp Lawn
Model SW.4 cu. ft. Red seamless steel tray. 102-32072
Tractor
our sale price

John Nilliams of Peoples Bank.
looks on as Holly Harmon.
member of the Murray High Adult
living Class, prepares a budget
plan. VI illiams is a vice president
at the Peoples Bank in charge of
public relations. The Adult Living
Class is taught by Sally Crass.
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our sale peke
mfr. mail-in
rebate
Anal cost

2595
19.99

99995
Sug Reg 124993

ft.
Pull Cart

No. 3387-81 38 in. cuL Briaq%
& Stratton indusbiaticornmetcial engine.7 speed transmatic
transaxle drive. 5 position cutting height Full floating high
vacuum deck for excellent bagging. *103-73387
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*103-73387

1O9

Sug Keg. 39.95

• ig

*LIMIT 1 K1- KATE PER HOUSEHOLD

tligh-Tensile
Barbed Wire

Tubular Steel
Farm Gate
12 ft. Double welded.
double braced construction Has safety
rolled corners and
edges. Kid
0100-28000
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The Adult Living Class at Murray High-School is involved in a
six-unit curriculum "Financial
Fitness " The curriculum provides information about personal
financial planning basics and
application.
The course is designed to help
young adults make educated
financial decisions The team
teaching approach that utilizes the
combined expertise of professionals and the classroom teacher
has been adopted in the class.
John Williams, of Peoples Bank.
and Tom Rushing, Bank of Murray, presented programs regarding specific information needed
for good money management. It
was pointed out that high school
teenagers can expect to earn more
than $I million by retirement.
About four out of five students
have had jobs by the time they
graduate
The classes took a field trip to
the local banks as part of the program of studies. The "Financial
Fitness" program provides a way
for teens to learn the specific information needed for good money
mangement as well as money
mangement techniques that apply
anywhere. It also offers advice for
individual problems and
references for sources of additional assistance.
"Financial Fitness" is a teen
peer education program of Future
Homemakers of America, Inc
sponsored by "Changing Times,"
the Kiplinger Magazine of personal finance. The class in under
the direction of Sally Crass.
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CHECK-UP
March 25, 1988
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PUSH MOWERS
Clean Air Filter
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Sharpen Blade
Change 011
New Spark Plug
Grease & Lube
Where Needed
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2 ga. *081-17090
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Jet Sprayer
No 425 High impact plastic knal,
sack sprayer. 16 ft vertical reach.
4 gal. tank. *066-82835

7495

Sug. Keg. 8795

$ 1 99
5

Welded
Bow Rake

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Belts & Pulleys
Sharpen Blade
Change 011, Grease & Lubo
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pr•ssur•

4 pt. 5 in. Class 111 zinc coating 81 ,
rod rolls
Motto Jr. 18w.0081-24840
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on Southern
States Medallion
Quality Horse
Feeds

All For Only

No. 18-816. *105-14035
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All For Only
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TOOLS
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Square Point
Shovel

Your Choice
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C eon Air Flit

Change 011, Grease & Lub•
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressur•
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
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Loughs, Shiehallion featured in St. Pat's Day concert
The public is invited to attend a celebration of Irish music in honor
of St. Patrick's Day tonight at 7 in the Library Arts Annex. The concert is free.
Rob, Anne and Kim Lough will be singing traditional Irish and
Celtic music accompanied by guitar, hammered and lap dulcimer and
tin whistle. Included in their program will the standard Irish favorites
"Irish Washerwoman," "Danny Boy" and The Leprechaun" as well
as some traditional hornpipes, reels and O'Carolan harp tunes.
Anne, a graduate of Murray State University, is presently the choral

director at Calloway County High School and Middle School, and Rob
is a local insurance broker. Together they have performed professionally in a variety of settins since 1969. They are now joined by
their
daughter. Kimberly, a junior at Calloway County High School. The
Loughs, along with Dr. Charles Smith. make up the folk group, Home
Remedy, which performs regularly at Kenlake Lodge. the Homeplace
and at other functions throughout the area. This group will be returning for the third year in June to the Mountain Folks Music Festival in
Silver Dollar City at Branson, Mo.

Also performing will be the group Shiehallion, composed of Doug .
Nesbit. Jamie Fields, and Parker Brown. The instruments they will be
using are the guitar. harmonica, banjo, recorder, and pennywhistle.
Some of the Kings will be "To Welcome Paddy Home," "Nancy
Whiskey," "Sally Gardens," and "Shiehallion."
"Presenting a St. Patrick's program has become an annual event at
the library." director Margaret Trevathan remarked, "and one that
many seem to enjoy as there are always overflow crowds Everyone
is welcome to attend."

•••

• .!

AMY

1986 Silver Chrysler Laser XE, one owner, local car.
T-tops. automatic, leather seats. power seats &
dows,MUCH MORE...

"Shiehallion," featuring Doug Nesbit. Parker Brown and Jamie Fields,
will be opening for the Lough Family at the Calloway Count) Public
Library tonight.

Murray Nissan
Chrysler Dodge

'Charlotte's Viet; to play in Murray

753 71 14

604 S 1 2th St

SEARS Catalog

"Charlotte's, Web " by Joseph
Robinette. a children's play based

Bel-Air Center, Murray

or- N
t
t
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The narrated story of Charlotte.
a spider. and Wilbur. the young
pig, whom Charlotte makes
famous, is directed by Dr MarkMalinauskas, with the set designed by William R. Peeler. Twenty
Murray State students are involved in the production
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Baba, played by key Bates. hides her head in her daughter's lap in
this scene from -The Medium," currently in rehearsal at Play house
in the Park. The role of the daughter aill be played hs Kathy
Thomsen (pictured) and Media Erickson at alternate performances.
"The Medium," an opera by Gian-Carlo Menotti. is the %tors of
a
woman who claims to be able to contact the spirits of the dead. Per
formances are March 25-16. and April 1-2 at $ p.m. and March 27 at 1
p.m. For resenations. call 759-1752.

HOLLAND DRUGS
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Persons wanting more information about the play at MSU may
contact the Theatre Office at
502=762-4221.
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GREAT DEALS
ON BLEM
RADIAL TIRES

Our Blem radials carry the same 25 000 to
45.000 mile
warranties as equivalent non -blemished tires Minor
cosmetic blemishes do not affect the total useful
i
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t 4:.'1•14ifil
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Performance of tires Limited mileage wearout warrant‘
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for miles specified See store for details
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upon the book by E.B. White, will
be performed Monday through
Friday, March 21-25. and Monday
through Wednesday, Marct
at MutTay State University.
Shows will begin at .9:30 a.m.
and 12:30 p.m. the first week and
at 12:30 p.m. the second week in
the Robert E. Johnson Theater on
campus. Admission for each performance in 75 cents

MR40088
P185 70R13

Steel belts provide ex cellent impact resist•
ace and long wear\ \%Z
. "
Mud and snow rated
0000rni•...minty -

LOW profile
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Cards. and Score Pads

Locally owned & operated — Bob Dunn R Pn
Visa/Mr
109 S 4th St
753-1462
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braking Rugged stew
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DieHard.
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Now more powertu than
ever' Up to 575 ColdCranking amps of Dower
to get you started

PULL INTO SEARS FOR TERRIFIC SERVICE VALUES!
SAVE 24°0
Oil

VALUE!

change

and lube job
Cthange oil filter.
and lubricate

chassis

1288

SAVE!

Electronic
spin balancing

Battery starting
charging service

We ll electronically balance
your wheels tires for a smooth
ride and long tread wear

We II install COrr0son protection . $
pads. and more

01•41 Ste 119

It's programming that's worth every
minute you listen. And every dollar
you give.

Pint SR

Prices are catalog prices now available in our FE
MR and TC catalogs
'Limited tire warranty for miles specified See store for details
Snipping installation extra • Ask about Sears credit plans
•

Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
9:00-6:00

Your support keeps public radio on the
air. And public radio keeps you informed
and entertained like no other medium.
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r Soars, Roebuck and Co., 1988

SEAIRS

Satisfaction guaranteed or your money bock

Fill
91.3

IIIS

Public Radio from Murray State University

Wortheveryminute.
Witheverydollar.

Conrad sons
join in show
LOS ANGELES- I AP t — Robert
Conrad's eighth television senes is
"High Mountain Rangers" on
CBS, but it could be subtitled "All
In the Family"
Conrad stars in the midseason
replacement as a retired arid
somewhat cantankerous -ranger
named Jesse Hawkes His sons are
played by Christian and Shane
Conrad. the actor's real-life sons,
probably the first time that's happened on TV since "The Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet," when
Ricky and David Nelson played
themselves.
But there's more Conrad's
daughter Joan is the executive
producer. Another daughter, Nancy, and her husband. Norton
Flynn, are the caterers. Conrad's
10-month -old daughter, Chelsea,
made an appearance in the pilot
last year. Conrad has eight
children, and it's possible others
might appear in the show.
Christian. 23, plays a ranger
who uses high-tech methods in his
work Shane. 16, plays the son who
still lives with Hawkes and has
become something of a recluse.
Most of the action revolves around
rescues.
"No one gets shot, there are no
car chases, no good cop-bad cop,"
said Conrad. "I think it's an
alternative."
The show is filmed along the
Sierra Nevada near Lake Tahoe,
which isn't too far from Conrad's
home in Bear Valley — except
when it snows. Then it's easier to
get to Los Angeles.
"We shot the movie pilot in Bear
Valley, but it couldn't accommodate all the people we'd need
for a series," said Conrad. "So we
moved to Tahoe. Good for them,
bad for me. I have to lease a
house."
C,onrad hits lived in Bear Valley
full-time since 1980 and off-and-on
since 1972. In 1972-74, when he was
considering quitting the film
business, he worked there as a
deputy sheriff.
The idea for the series came to
him, Conrad said, "When my
drinking buddy and construation
coordinator, Tom Hazlett, complained to me one day that there
was nothing good to watch. I said.
'You watch "Cheers.' And he said
back to me, 'Why don't you do
something again?—
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Racer Illustrated
GO
RACERS
NCAA TOURNEY

WSJP
1130 AM

1

II M
sixt.r0S4116-

MURRAY STATE vs N.C. STATE
TIP-OFF 7:07 CST
FRIDAY, MARCH 18
TV BROADCAST 7 P.M. WPSD

•

•

Air Time.
6:40 p.m. Fri.. March 18th
Murray State
VS

North Carolina

OPEN 24 HOURS
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Wrecker
Service
24-Hour
Wrecker
Service
Day or Night
753-5562
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Every Day
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Everybody Says It—
We Stand By It!
Hwy. 647 North, Murray
Tune into Channel 34
for the weekly
U.K. basketball show

"CATS ti°,1 COX 41,
4 COMBS"

*Everything You Wanted..to Know About the Murray State
Racers. and Some Stuff You Wouldn't Have Thought About
HOW THEY GOT HERE: Murray State earned the Ohio Valley
Conference's automatic bid for the first time by taking the league's
post-season tournament championship. After receiving the.firstround bye by virtue of their regular-season championship, the
Racers defeated Eastern Kentucky for the third time this season
by a 76-60 count last Friday evening. In the championship game
Saturday night:MSU avenged its only OVC loss this season- with
.a 73-70
1 win over Austin Peay, the Cinderella team of the 1987 NCAA
tourney. HOT IN THE VALLEY: The Racers posted a 13-1 Ohio Valley
conference record, the best in the league'since Austin Peay logged the same mark in 19760M-The win total matches MSC's 13-3
outing in 1981-82, but the winning percentage whiskaccompanies
the 13-1 mark is MSC's best in its 40-years as charter member of
the OVC
COMP%'pOW N THE HOME STRETCH: It was a strong ran in
the back stretch rthd around the clubhouse turn which gave Murray State its first Ohio Valley Conference title in five years and
Its first league tournament crown since 1964. MSC won 15 of its
last 16 games and carries a ten-game winning streak into the
NCAAs. the fourth-longest winning streak in Racer hoops history.
IT'S BEEN A WHILE: ...since the Racers have appeared in the
NCAA tournament. The last timerwas in 1969. when Murray State
.traveled to Carbondale. Ui.. only to fall to Marquette by an 82-62
count. The only other NCAA visit paid by Murray State was in 1964.
when the Racers again fell in their first game,a 101-91 loss to defending national champion Loyola of Chicago in Evanston. Ill. The
clash with the North Carolina State Wolfpack is the first NCAA
tournament game the Racers play outside the state of Illinois.
THE SECOND TIME AROUND: The Murray State-North
Carolina State game marks only the second time a Racer basketball team -meets an Atlantic Coast -Conference - team. The other
meeting was MSt"s most recent post-season encounter, when the
Racers hosted Wake Forest in the first round of the 1983 NIT Wake
emerged from Racer Arena victorious, 87-80.
IF IT AIN'T BROKE,DON'T FIX IT: In the 1986-87 season. MSt
head coach Steve Newton had to do quite a bit of tinkering and adjusting with his starting lineup, making a total of 15 changes in
the starting five on the way to a 13-15 season. This year. only five
shifts have been made in the Racer starting five. The last one was
on Dec.-46. when MSU welcomed guard Don Mann back from a
seven-game suspension. Since then, the starters have been the
same and the results were predictable...the'group has a record of
is-4, with the four losses coming by a total of 12 points. Included
in that group was a six-point overtime loss at Memphis State.
NEWTON NAMED OVC COACH OF THE YEAR: Racer head
coach Steve Newton was named Ohio Valley Conference Coach of
the Year in balloting by the league's head coaches. The Terre
Haute. Incl.. native is the fourth Murray State basketball coach
to earn the honor. Cal Luther received the distinCtion in 1964 and
1969 by leading his teams to NCAA tournament appearances. while
Ron Greene picked it up in 1980 and 1983 while taking his teams
to NIT berths. Fred Overton won the award in 1977.
KUDOS TO MARTIN: Junior forward Jeff Martin earned the
title of Ohio Valley Conference Tournament Most Valuable Player
with solid performances against Eastern Kentucky and Austin
Peay to decide the league's NCAA representative. Among the top
scorers.in the country with a 26.2 points-per-game average. Martin scored 54 points and had 17 rebounds in the t*games,including
a sterling 32-point, 13-rebound performance against EKE'. The
lanky scoring machine enjoyed three tremendous outings against
EMU this season, matching his career high in scoring with 36 points
In the first game, then gaining 32 points and tying his career rebounding high with 12 at Richmond on Feb. 22..His 32 in the tournament gave him a total of 100 points against the Colonels this year.
MARTIN N .4) M ED OVC PLAYER OF THE YEAR: Junior forward Jeff Martin was named the Ohio Valley Conference Player
of the Year by the league coaches. With a 26.2 scoring average.
he was second in the league in scoring at the end of the regular
season. He also placed third in field goal percentage i,.5691. sixth
in free throw percentage i .7731. and third in blocked shots 1.1 per
game
BATTING 1,000: With Jeff Martin and Don Mann both passing
the coveted 1,000-point plateau. the Racers once again have two
players on one team who are among the members of MSt"s
1.000-point club. The last time thal happened was in 1983. Lamont
Sleets and Glen Green did it.
A CLEAN SWEEP: Murray State swept all five top individual
and team honors awarded by the Ohio Valley Conference this
season. As a team, the Racers unified the regular-season and tournament titles for the first time since 1986 and the fourth time this
decade. Murray State's Steve Newton was pained OVC Coach of
the Year, and forward Jeff Martin was Playir of the Year and tournament MVP. It's only the third time all five awards have gone
to the same school. The others to do it: Western Kentucky in 1976
and Middle Tennessee in 1975.

Speedway
Auto Sales
Corner of 4th & Poplar
Lowest Prices In Town

Fri. 5 p.m. & 9 p.m.
Sat. 11 a.m.
A new show every week
featuring interviews with
coaches, players RI fans

CAIBLE
VISION

83 Ches. Cavalier Wagon,
red air autornattc. P S & P 8
$2,000.
•

Bel-Air Center 753 5005

Own•re: Tommy Mohon
Donnie Winchester
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LITTLE IL MANN: Although he stands only 5-8. junior guard
Don Mann is a big pain in the neck for opposing coaches. Austin
Peay head coach Lake Kelly called Mann "the best point guard
in the country," and he speaks from experience. Last year. Kelly's Governors were the Cinderellas of the NCAA tournament. stunning Illinois and carrying Providence into overtime. That team.
,
lost only three of its last 17 games: to Providence. and the two
regular-season meetings with Murray State. Mann was the
deciding factor in both wins, hitting two free throws with no time
On the clock for a two-point MSU win in Clarksville, then canning
a miracle falling-down 35-foot prayer of a shot from the left wing
on an in-bounds play at the horn to give the Racers a one-point win
in the l•egular-season finale for both clubs.
' AN UNSELFISH MANN: Not only is junior guard Don Mann a
gifted scorer, as evidenced by his 17.9 points per game, he also
is an outstanding passer. His 130 assists in 22 games this season
surpasses his 28-game total of 129, and his 5.9 psists per game led
the OVC this season. In his 22 games this sealion. Mann, through
Your Full-Service Store
his scoring and assists, has had an impact on 38 percent of MSU's
total scoring.
Open: Mon.-Fri. 8 to 5
OFFENSE WINS GAMES,BUT DEFENSE WINS CHAMPIONSat. 8 to 12
SHIPS: The Racers proved that old saw true in the OW Tournament. Giving total effort, MSU held both Eastern Kentucky and
Austin Peay under 30 percent from the field in the second halves
721 S. 12th
of the tournament games. The Colonels could muster only a .273
753-5095
shooting percentage, while Austin Peay's Governors were vetoed.
hitting only .286.
DOUBLE YOUR FUN: Murray State has had players record
"double-doubles" a total of 12 times this season. Leading the
Racers in the category is Jeff Martin, who has picked up half of
them, including a 26-point, 10-rebound performance against
Eyansville and a 29-point, 11-rebound game at. Memphis State.
Sophomore forward Chris Ogden hit the double-double twice with
22--point, 13-rebound performance against Christian Brothers College (both totals are career highs) and a 12-12 performance at Tennessee Tech. Carl Sias hit the mark twice, an 18-10 game at
Morehead State and an 11-12 effort in the OVC Tournament cham-West K1's Seafood SpecialiNt,
••
pionship game against former Louisville Cardinal Barry Sumpter and Austin Peay. Linzie Foster had an 11-11 game at Austin
Peay,coming off the bench to work against former Indiana player
Andre Harris. The only Racer to achieve a double-double in scoring and assists was Don Mann, who popped for 25 points and dished up a school-record 12 assists at Western Illinois in the regularseason finale March 2.
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Good Luck
Racers!
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Manufacturer
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Mon. thru Fri.
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Electric
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401 Olive Street
753-5312
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Manager — Sammy Bradshaw
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Not
welcome

David goes after Goliath

Racers seeking recognition in
NCAA contest with Wolfpack

Braun, Newton
don't plan on
doormat status
LINCOLN, Neb. (AP
—
Eastern Michigan's Ben Braun
and Murray State's Steve Newton
are tickled to be in the NCAA
Midwest Regional, although they
are quick to add they don't plan on
being doormats for their highpowered foes in Friday's first
round.
Eastern Michigan, 22-7, faces
eighth-ranked Pittsburgh, 23-6 and
the second seed in the Midwest
Regional, to open the tournament
in the Bob Devaney Sports Center
at 12:07 p.m. CST. Murray State,
21-8, opens against third-seeded
and 14th-ranked North Carolina,
24-7, at 7:07 p.m.
In the other first-round games,
Vanderbilt, 18-10, meets Utah
State, 21-9, at 2:37 p.m.; and Kansas, 21-11, faces 26-3 and 18thranked Xavier, Ohio. at 9:37 p.m.
Murray State's Newton is at a'
loss on the particulars of facing
North Carolina State, although he
knows Wolfpack Coach Jim
Valvano will bring a talented team
to Lincoln.
"I don't know a lot about them
other than they're very talented,"
Newton said. "It's an awesome
challenge. But we're going to go
out and try to play the best basketball we can play. We've got
nothing to lose and everything to
gain."
The two teams have not met
before.
Murray State, which has won 10
games in a row to improve to 21-8,
last went to the NCAA tourney in
1969, when it lost to Marquette
82-62 in the first round.
"It's a dream come true for this
bunch and it's well-deserved on
their part." Newton said. We
weren't given much of a chance,
but this group overachieves and
now they're in the big dance."
The Racers won both the
regular-season and postseason
Ohio Valley Conference titles
behind the 26-point average of
6-foot-7 junior forward Jeff Martin
and nearly 18 points per game
from 5-8 guard Don Mann.
Murray State has no player
taller than 6-8 starting center Carl
Sias, while North Carolina State is
led by 6-10 center Charles
Shackleford's 16.7 points and 9.5
rebounds per game. Shackleford
was an All-Atlantic Coast Conference first-team pick.
The Wolfpack also has 6-8 forward Chucky Brown with a 16.6
average, and 6-5 guard Vinny Del
Negro averaging nearly 16 points
per game.
(Cont'd on page II)

Jeff Martin will lead the Racers into their first NCA.A. Tournament since 1969. MSt
meets N.C. State on Friday.
Staff photo by David Tack

By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
• •
When Murray State University
squares off with North Carolina State
on Friday, the Racers will not be trying to come close. Nor will they be
looking to make names for themselves
as individuals, although that could
happen.
Instead, the Racers are concerning
themselves with knocking off the
Wolfpack and, in their minds, it's not
an impossible task.
"Some people may see it as a Davidand-Goliath type of thing," MSU head
coach Steve Newton says. "But, we
don't see it that way."
Newton is clearly relaying his
players' points of view. After breezing
to a 13-1 Ohio Valley Conference record
and knocking off Austin Peay 73-70 in
the finals of the OVC Tournament, they
believe that they can play with any
team in the country
"I think in the bracket that we're in,
we have a chance to win some
games," junior Don Mann said. Mann
knows about beating the odds. At
5-foot-8, he has become the premier
point guard in the OVC and is hopeful
of a future in the NBA.
Averaging 18.4 points and 5.9 assists
this year backs up his hopes. But the
Racers aren't trying to impress NBA
scouts as much as they are trying to
gain the respect of an entire country.
"It's a big game for all of us," Jeff
Martin, the &VC's,Player of the Year,
said.
"We have a chance to bring some
recognition to our team, Murray and
the university," Mann says. "We're
not satisfied with winning our con-

"We're just taking it
one step at a time, but
basically, that's how
we've done it all year."

— Jeff Martin
ference and advancing to the tournament. We want to advance in the
tournament."
The Racers will not be looking to
"surprise" anyone. They aren't changing a thing about their game — it's just
a matter of keeping their 10-game win
streak alive.
"We're just taking it one step at a
time, but basically, that's how we've
done it all year." Martin says. "We've
taken each game one by one. not look- ing past anybody. It's just more of the
same from that standpoint.:'
Newton goes back a step farther in
the just-another-game philosphy. saymg that the Racers will go into their
first NCAA tournament game since
1969 with almost a playground.
mentality.
"We're going back to shirts and
skins." Newton says
Mann just wants to go back to being
Mann He had a miserable OVC Tournament in terms of shooting, but says
that the NCAA should bring him back
to form And. hopefully, all of the
Racers be at the top of their games
"I think one key will be all of us-putting a complete game together." \farm
said "I think this is the time
((ont'd on page II)

Collegiate basketball

UK's Chapman says attitude provides winning edge
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Rex Chapman said he believes a change in attitude has given Kentucky a winning edge during the stretch run of the basketball season.
And that change, according to Chapman, is "everybody wants to win. We're putting
everything we can into a win."
Kentucky, ranked sixth in the nation and seeded second in the NCAA Southeast Regional.
goes against Southern University in the first round Friday night.
"I don't know where it occurred," Chapman said of the new direction. "It's the end of the
season and everybody wants to go.out.on a positive note."
.
While Kentucky has transformed itself over the past three weeks, winning seven straight
games and capturing the Southeastern Conference regular season and tournament titles.
Chapman didn't need to change his ways.
The 6-foot-4 sophomore from Owensboro has been one of the driving forces behind the
Wildcats all season long.
Even a fractured transverse process, a small bone in the lower back. didn't keep Chapman sidelined very long. He missed a nationally televised game against Syracuse on Feb
28, but came back to play a vital part in Kentucky's resurgence
In the five games since returning to the starting lineup, he has averaged 21.2 points and
3.0 assists and shot 57.4 percent. He also scored a career-high 29 points in a 78-71 victory
over Ole Miss on March 5.
"I feel OK about my game," said Chapman. "I don't think I'm playing any better than'I
have been. I'm shooting the ball better, but there's room for improvement."

He has improved statistically in every category over his freshman -s•.ason —
ii to
points, 44.4 to 48.9 percent shooting, 38.6. to 40.0 percent from 3-point range -2 3 to :;rii
bounds and 3.5 to 3.6 assists
And Chapman said he doesn't feel any more pressure and enjoys the game as mot n
ever this season despite playing under the'Microscope that is Kentucky basketball
He was chosen the Most Valuable Player in the SEC tournament at Baton Rouge
last week, where he averaged 20.7 points, and was named first-team All-SEC hy
Associated Press This week he received honorable mention or. the AP's All Amen( ,1
team
Chapman thinks the 25-5 Wildcats should fare well in the tournament
"I feel real good."-he said. "We're playing on top of our game right now and ha % 0 a lot oj
confidence. Everybody just wants to win "
Although there have been times this season .When Kentuckv appeared to he stailini:
Chapman was sure the team would start moving in the right dire( nun
"I thought we could always do it," he said. "It was a matter of gettin the right attitude
think we have that right now
"We just have to have the right attitude and get the breaks... he added I don't think
anybody in the country has a better attitude about winning right nov4.
What do the Wildcats have to do in the tournament"
'We really can't get too up or too down about anything.' • said Chapman You try to sta%
somewhere in between. I think we've done that.
"Right now, we're just not going to get too confident and not going to fear anybody .' rc
just going to play like we have been "
r

Lady Governor coach resigns

Come To The Rodeo
Win A Bike

Cut the clown from the Murray Ledger & T mes
Of get a clown Plaure at your
Mu,ray K-Mart Store

RULES:
1 Kids ages 5-12 Color the clown the best you can
2 Drop your colored picture off at the Murray K-Mart any day from
March 21 until 1 30 pm on March 26 1988
3 Every student who has colored the clown will be admitted free
to the Murray State University NI1:3 A Rodeo on Saturday night March
26 1988a1 7 30 p m
4 The preliminary judging for the clown coloring picture contest
will be Saturday afternoon March 26 1988 at 2 00 p m at the Murray
K -Mart Store by the rodeo clowns and representatives
Final judging will be done at the Murray State University Rodeo t
Saturday night. March 26. 1988
6 The colored clown pictures can be picked up prior to the start
of the Saturday night performance. West Kentucky Exposition Center
at the table marked CLOWN COLORING CONTEST.
7 The first(grand) prize winner will receive a bicycle a 199 00 value
The ascend place winner will receive a Murray State University Rodeo
T-Shirt The third plai7e wince, will receive a Murray State University
Rodeo Gap YOU MUST BE PRESENT TO WIN.
8 ONLY ONE ENTRY PER CHILD WILL BE ACCEPTED,
9 ALL DECISIONS ON THE COLORING CONTEST ARE FINAL
10 Any child 5 - 12 years of age Who dresses up like a rodeo clown
will be admitted free on Saturday night March 26 1988 when accompaniad by an adult to the rodeo performance The child with the
best costume will be awarded a $20 gift certificate from K-Mart
MEET THE REAL RODEO CLOWNS FROM NOON TO 3 PM AT
K-MART SATURDAY MARCH 26 1988
The rodeo performance is being held at the West Kentucky Livestock
Show and Exposition Center located one mile west of the campus
on College Farm Road

---.i
(

Marvin Williams, Austin Peay
State University's head women's
basketball coach for the past four
seasons, has announced his
resignation.
"Marvin submitted his letter of
resignation Tuesday," APSU
athletic director Bob Brooks said
"He said he has a couple of offers
he is considering."

Williams' four-year record at
APSU was 46-57
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The bicycle is donated
by the Murray K-Mart Store

Try Our

TOUCHLESS-AUTOMATIC
CAR WASH
"Let our attendants
next door
at Phillips 66
show you how
to operate our system.'
The Performance
Company

61

•
"COLOR FOR THE BICYCLE" Contest Official Entry Form
Name
Address
City
State
Parent/Guardian

Brooks indicated an immediate
nationwide search will commence
for Williams' successor with the
focus on an individual -who has
been successful at the collegiate
level As a- head coach or
assistant

,

1111616444

GERRALD BOYD'S
CAR WASH
4„14.S. 12th St.

753-1750
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Sweet Sixteen

Lexington Henry Clay, 20-8, and
First Region champion Marshall
County, 27-2, against Louisville
Pleasure Ridge Park, 25-5.
Apollo, the Third Region champion, got a three-point play from
Eric Williams with 2:18 left in
regulation and a 3-point shot from
Arlando Johnson at the 1:42 mark
to tie the game.
Madisonville's Herb Amarson
then missed a layin with 20
seconds to go, and teammate Scotty Martin missed the front end of a
one-and-one opportunity with
eight sieconds left. Apollo's Anthony Leachman missed a
3-po4nter at the buzzer to send the
game into overtime.
Williams' two free throws four
seconds into the extra period gave
Apollo its first lead, and put the
Eagles on top for good.
Leachman and Kevin Thompson
each added three-point plays and
Zane Beehn made two free throws
to finish the decisive outburst that
gave'the Eagles a 69-59 advantage
with 1:12 remaining in overtime
and put the game out of reach.
"We came back. We just knew
we had to play hard," said
Leachman, who finished with 16
points to share team-high honors
with Beehn.

In Wednesday's first game,
Jack Jennings scored 39 points, including the game-winning shot
with 45 seconds remaining, as Covington Holmes fought off a furious
Buckhorn comeback.
Buckhorn. the 14th Region
champion, had erased a 12-point
halftime deficit to take a 69-68 lead
on Jody Noble's inside shot with
2:46 left in the game.
But Jennings scored on an inside
power move, and Corey Pouncy
hit both ends of a one-and-one to
give Covington Holmes, the Ninth
Region champion, a 72-69 advantage at the 1:21 mark.
James Fugate pulled Buckhorn
within 72-71 with a minute left
before Jennings iced the game for
Covington Holmes on a turnaround baseline jump shot 15
seconds later.
After the two teams traded a
free throw apiece, Buckhorn had a
chance to send the game into overtime, but Dwayne Deaton's 3-point
shot with eight seconds left bounced off the rim. Noble's two-point
follow also was off the mark, and
Jennings grabbed the rebound to
end the game.
"Jack is our bread and butter,"
Covington Holmes Coach
Reynolds Flynn said. "He kept

Allan Houston scored 11 of his 29
points during a 16-0 scoring run in
the final four minutes of the first
half that carried Louisville
Ballard, the Seventh Region
champion, to its victory.
Ballard led just 23-18 when
Houston started the decisive outburst with a dunk and two 3-point
shots to make it 31-18 with 2:18 left
in the first half. He later capped
the rally by hitting another
3-pointer with two seconds remaining, giving the Bruins 39-18
halftime lead.
Laurel County, which made only
36 percent of its shots, got no- .
closer than 14 in the second half.
Corey Dunn scored 10 of his
team-high 16 points during a
decisive third quarter that pushed
Warren East past Oldham County.
Warren East, the Fourth Region
champion, led just 30-24 when
Dunn started a 12-4 spurt with a
three-point play and ended it with
two free throws to put the Raiders
in command at 42-28 with 38
seconds left in the third period.
Oldham County could get no
closer than seven down the
stretch.
John Hartlage scored 15 points
to lead Oldham County.

Braun, Newton don't.

•
•

(Coard from page 101
Eastern Michigan Coach Ben
Braun and senior forward Grant
Long say Pitt presents a tremendous challenge because of the
depth and talent their team is not
used to seeing in an opponent.
• "To play them, you have to
worry about guarding all five of
their players," said Long. an All.
Mid-American Conference selection. "When yaii play a MAC team
you can concentrate on stopping
one or two guys and you can win.
But with Pittsburgh, all five of
their guys can score."
"I've seen them I Pitt I play this
year." Braun said "They're
awfully talented, but they can be
beat They're big. strong and fast.
They're pretty darned good."
7'It's going to be tough," Long
said. "You hear a lot about those
guys — they're tough. But I don't
look at us as a Cinderella team:
some people might. I guess.
They be suprised "

KHSA A opens
Hall of Fame
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
Twenty-six charter members
were inducted into the Kentucky
High School Athletic Association
Hall of Fame during a ceremony
Tuesday night
The inductees were honored individually and presented with plaques They are: Ralph Beard,
Ralph Carlisle, L.J. "Butch"
Charmoli, Blanton Collier, Morton
Combs, Ralph Dorsey, Geri
Grigsby. Cliff Hagan, Clem
Haskins, Bernard "Peck"
Hickman. Stephanie HightowerLeftwich, Paul Hornung, Wallace
"Wah Wah" Jones, William Lee
Kean, Roy Kidd. Frank "Dr."
Litkenhous. Garnis Martin, Mary
T. Meagher, Letcher Norton. Joe
Ohr, Homer Rice, S.T. Roach, Ted
Sanford, J.W. "Spider" Thurman,
Jahn Bill Trivette and Russ
Williamson
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SCOREBOARD

Apollo scoring streak stuns Madisonville
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Owensboro Apollo was down but
not out against heavily favored
Madisonville in a first-round game
of the Boys State High School
Basketball Tournament.
Trailing 59-53, Apollo scored the
final six points of regulation and
the first 10 in overtime on its way
to a stunning come-from-behind
73-62 upset victory Wednesday.
"We've been in a hole, they're
throwing dirt on us, but they can't
quite get us buried," said firstyear Apollo Coach Will Wyman.
"Madisonville has a tremendous
basketball team, but we got simply all-out, 100 percent hustle."
In other first-round games
Wednesday, Covington Holmes
edged Buckhorn 75-72, Louisville
Ballard beat Laurel County 73-55
and Warren East defeated
Oldham County 58-49.
Holmes, 27-6, will meet Ballard,
33-3, and Apollo, 27-6, will take on
Warren East, 26-6, in Friday's
quarterfinals.
In today's first-round games,
Rowan County 25-7, was to meet
defending state champion Clay
County, 32-1 and LaRue County,
25-8, took on Maysville, 27-7in the
afternoon session. The night
games scheduled Phelps. 24-4, VE
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Pitt has lost three of its. last six
games, a fact that hasn't been lost
on Eastern Michigan.
"You don't know much about
the caliber of a team you're play-

ing until you actually play them,"
junior guard Howard Chambers
said. 'I don't get excited about
something like this. I get excited
about winning."

"Our goal is to win an openinground game," Braun said. "I think
we'll be prepared to play. We're
not going in there to lose, I can
promise you that."

Racers seeking recognition...
((bard from page 10)
Everybody will be up for this
game."
Newton concedes that, on paper.
the Racers are definite underdogs.
But the OVC's Coach of the Year
believes in his team and, as usual,
thinks the defense will be the key.
MSC led the league in defense,
but faces a team with four players
averaging double figures and a
powerful inside-outside attack.
There are no glaring weaknesses
in the N C State arsenal, but the
Racers are not intimidated by

odds after being picked in the
preseason to finish fifth in the
OVC.
"Our chances are as good as any
other team's playing in the tournament," Martin said, after averaging 26.2 points a game this year.
"N.C. State is a good team, but
they're not a powerhouse or
anything."
The Racers also think that the
Wolfpack may be looking to its
second-round game, but Newton is
relying on that.

"I think everybody respects
everybody in an NCAA Tournament," he said. "But, they probably don't know as much about us
as we know about them."
What the Racers know is that
N.C. State has a solid ballclub with
power and bal#kce and a very successful coac
im Valvano.
They also know that the Wolfpack
is anything but unbeatable.
More importantly, they know
that a win would give them a great
deal of recognition and respect 1'
did wonders for David.

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
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Basketball
EASTERS t0111
,
1 HES( F.
atlantic
ision
11
I. Pct.
Boston
45 111
703
Washington
48 34
462
New York
4637 36
429
Philadelphia
27 36
129
New Jersey
17 46
270
Central Division
Detroit
12 20
677
Atlanta
38 23
623
Chicago
36 27
571
Milwaukee
35 27
565
Indiana
30 32
484
Cleveland
30 31
4611
14 ESTERN CONFERENCE'
Midwest DivIsiion
54
I. rel.
x -Dallas
42 20
677
Houston
37 21
607
Denver
37 25
597
Utah
35211
556

San Anton.,
Sacramento
GB
16

341

12
13

GB
41
71
,

.•
18 45
4so 24
Pacific Division
x -I. A Laker:
50 I)
794
x•Portland
40 21
6.56
9
Seattle
33 30
524 17
Phoenix
19 44
302 31
Golden State
16 16
256 331
,
L.A Clippers
12 49
197 37
x-clinched playoff berth
Wednesday's Games
New Jersey 8.3. Milwaukee 79
Philadelphia 115. New York 108
Washington 106 Chicago 103
San Antonio 113. Los Angeles Clippers 110
Utah 120. Dallas 105
Phoenix 118. Golden State 112
Thursday's Games
Isetroit at Cleveland
Washington at Indiana
Seattle at Houston
Portland at Denver

High school
Boys Sweet Sixteen
First Round
Coy Holmes 75, Buckhorn 72
Lou Ballard 73, Laurel Co 55
Ow Apollo 73. Madisonville 62 .0T1
Warren East 58, Oldham Co 49

Buckhorn
14 '
.29 49 72
Holmes
17 41 51 75
BI:CKHORN — Jeff Noble 5.8 1-1 It, Jody
Noble 3-8 3,4 9. Fugate 5-6 3-5 13, Kenneth
Neace 6-15 1,3 15. Deaton 8-16 5-6 24, Mills 0-3
Kelth Neace 0-2 0-0 0 Totals 27-58 13-22
72
COVINGTON HOLMES — Tupman 0-1 0.0
0. Brown 2-4 1-25. Jennings 17-25 5-11 39, C
Pouncey 2.4 2-2 6. A Pouncey 6-15 3-1 20.
Humphrey 2-3 1.35 Totals 29.52 12-2275
Laurel Co. .
10 16 35 55
Lou. Ballard
15 39 53 73
LAUREL COUNTY — Hill 10-17 3-6 23. Proffitt- 7-14 2-3 19. rlit-4 0-04, Williams 1-9
0-0 2 Elsa 0-9
. Douglas -1-4 1.1 3,
Broughton 0-1 0-00. Murray 0-0 2-2 2. Coffey
0-0 0-0 0. Brown 0-0 0-00 Totals 21-58 10-14 55
LOUISVILLE BALLAFtD — E McDuffie
2-4 2-2 7. Martin 4-11 3-311, Gathwright 0-3 0-0
0, Bell 7.11 3-4 17. Houston 11-14 3-329, Baxter 0-1 0-0 0 Howard 1-2 2-2 4. C McISuffie 0-0

0-0 0. Gardner 2-2 1-2 5, Brown 0-0 0-0 0.
Fasoldt 0-0 0.0 0, Spencer 0-1 0.0 0 Totals
27-49 14-16 73

Madison% ille
16 31 47 59 62
Apollo
10 23 37 59 73
MADISONVILLE — Bowles 8-14 2.2 18.
Marsh 1-6 2-2 10. Bearman 0-1 0.1 0. Martin
1.6 2-35. Ford 5132-2 13. Arnarson 4-11 3-3 11
Das-is 0-0 0-0 0. Duval1.2-2 0.05. Littlepage o-o
0-00. Pearson 0-1 0-00 Totals 24-54,11-13 62
APOLLO — Thompson 3-6 8-10 15, Williams
5-11 3-313. Beenn 4-8 8-84. Johnson 5-13 2-4
13, Leachman 5-12 6-7 16.1 Itewell 0-0 0-0 0
Totals 22-50 27-32 73
aeten East
Odlham Co.

14
08

26_ 44 5.!.
18 30 49
WARREN EAST
Dunn 6-10 4-5 16
Whitney 2.5 1-55. Jones 0-0 1-2 1. Compton 3-4
4.4 10, Johnson 3-8 5-8 li. Cram 3-5 -0- 6. Smith
1.4 4-55. Sorrell 0-2 1-2 1. Wardlow 0-0 0-0 0.
Britt 0-0 0-0 0. Crump 0-0 0-00. Hill 0-0 0-0 0
Totals 19-38 20-31 58
OLDHAM COUNTY — Gregory 2-5 0-0 4
Hartlage 7-15 1-2 15, Rexroat 7-9 0-1 14
Hallman 1-1 0-0 2. Oak 2.2 0-0 4. Nuermberger
2-5 0-0 4. Dampier 0-2 0-1 0, Jackson 2.5 2-2 6.
Jorgensen 0-0 0-0 0. Cranfill 0-0 0-0 0, Hodge
0-0 0-00, McDonald 0-0 0-0 0 Totals 23-47 3.6
49
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WITH THIS EARLY PRE-SPRING SALE YOU WILL...

LOVE
THESE CLOSE-OUT PRICES
Special factory pricing and low finance rates make this the best time of
the year to invest in a premium quality Ingersoll riding mower or
tractor Big selection limited time offer
1977 El Camino

,'

.

oc

Ar carioP

82,575.

1934 AMC Eagle 4X4 4-0, 5-c.0 A 841,750

P S

A

Nece Oa'

Sale Extended thru March 31st.
•
IB''
As•
_

--

r _

• 411
X

'
1 ear-•

1

MODEL 80 XM 8 HP
1977 Pontiac Brown Bonneville, 4-dc

V-8

PS

1979 Chevrolet Pickup, 24

ton V-13.

A/T PS

PB

$1,750

Vonoble speed reor-enve ruder
Heavy-duty welded steel frame

sees.
Reg. 0111.00

MODEL 111YT 11 HP
Versatile 5-Speed tronsaide lets
you match travel speed to
mowing conditions Heavyduty welded channel frame
Maneuverable and versatile
Reg. 81•07.00

$99
900

!melt 1
B()vling
Doe line Iearls,
Diller or Ilene,
Ii aa
Team
I.
Shield tif Shelter
52,5 311%
Holland Drugs
52
40
Public Ice Servo e
504 4l'
Rick •'Welding
474 144
force Noel Tax Service
1611 1114
Pockets!
21
61
Mildh Team Game OM)
Public Ice Service
'130
Joyce Noel Tax Service
521
Holland Drugs
Nis
hilds Team Game H('
ttottand - )flas
11311
Pohl), Ice Servire
537
Joyce Noel Tax Service
626 „
High Twarn Series 1541
Public Ice !Desire
15/13
Holland Drugs
14114
Joyce Noel Tax Service
14114
HIO Team aerie. ,H(
Holland I 4-isfrs
Joyce Noel Tax Service
Shield of Sheller
High lad Game
tat Gesso!mrfe
222
Pat Howell
I Ma Smith
2111
High Ind tiune (114
Pat Howell
;4.
Pat Hostel rode
2"Karon Dowdy
2.21
lad !series AC,
Pal Floaselrort•
571
Iola Smith
5416
Hefty Smith
549
Mei lad Series (144'i
Karon litowdy
Smith
Pat Hvitaviroide
• .
High Averse“
Pal Heswirorie
Ill
loll Smith
175
Holly Smith
174

Sale
89g.inso
oldncseinpg
aroA
,e7ilable
9.9 APRFr

'1395"

Sale

Plus Fr.* Mowsp•

1972 Chevrolet Pickup.

Or h cv,

3-5O

$4111

1983 Ford E-150 Van, t

$1,710

r

-•"Ur

I
'

.mm1.

emosi.

MODEL 114 YT 14 HP
Versol4e 5-Speed tronsoleleieFs

1987 GIAC 5-15 4-cyl

4-sp short bed 20 b00 milec

88,150.

1975 Chevrolet Malibu. ?dr

V-8 Ar1 P S

U18

you match travel speed to
mowing conditions. Heavyduty welded channel frame
Maneuverable and versatile

MODEL 116 YT 16 HP
Veccot4p 5-Speed tronsomle lets
you match travel speed to
mowing conditions. Heavyiuty welded channel frame.
maneuverable and versatile.
Reg 0922 00

Peg. BIP140.00

Sale

159599

"Plus Free Meurer"

Ingersoll The new

High

1977 Blue Pontiac Bonneville, 4

dr V 8

aut,-,-R.

r

Sale

'1895"

"Plus Free Mower

name to toy or Case lawn &

Gordet, Tractors

McKee! Equipment Co., Inc.

A

saps

TRUCKS-TRAILERS-BUSES, INC.
Murray, KY

8:00-5:30 M-F; 8:00-Noon Set — 502-753-1372
Jack Foley — Ben Nix — Don McCord

503 Walnut Street, Murray • 1939 N. 8th St., Paducah
(502) 444-0110
(502) 753-3062
mtsststy Nese Saud ein S ms APP oars,rmanc.ns we,m36 moon Wel

3 min. So. on 641

Ingersoll
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Sunday School Lesson

Your Individual Horoscope

Frances Drake —

FOR FRIDAY, MARCH 18. 1988
ARIES
LEO
SAGITTARIUS
Mar 21 to Apr. 19)
"
4july 23-to Aug.22)
(Nov. 2'2 to Dec.21)
Though long-range prospects are
Though all the details won't fall
There may not be as much money
good for your career, you probably into place right now, a wonderful available for pleasure pursuits as
shouldn't try to force things at career opporjunity may present itself. you'd like right now, but work
present. Wait until those on top are in Concentration on. routine may be prospects are very promising.
a better mood.
difficult.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
TAURUS
•
VIRGO
You Could be a bit heavy-handed
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
with a family member today. Going
Some obstacles to your plans could (Aug.23 to Sept.:r2.)
Problems in love or with offspring out for a break in routine would do
crop up now, but you are on the right
track.• For some, an opportunity lies could dampen your mood a bit today. you a world of good. Find ways to
away from home. Publishing interests Still, you do see a light at the end of unwind and relax.
the tunnel. Faith works miracles now. AQUARIUS
prosper. (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
GEMINI
LIBRA
It's not a good day for getting Your
k May 21 to June 20)
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
6412§ ideas across to others, but studying
It's not a good time to lend or
Problems with a family member ana research are favored. Rumors
borrow money,but things are shaping could interfere with social
plans. You make the rounds now. Home life is a
up regarding long-range security. may feel a relative is trying
to run plus for you.
Financial backing will soon be avail- your life now. Property interests
are PISCES nier
able.
* favored, though.
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
*Mao
An old friend will soon play a more
CANCER SVORPIO
important
role in your life. It's a poor
(June 21 toJuly 22)
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
time, though, to become financially
Partners may seem a bit difficult to
It may be that you've taken on
get along with now or you face some more than you can safely handle, but involved with others. Safeguard
extra responsibilities. Fortunate help is there for the asking. A assets.
IF BORN TODAY. yOu are.interdevelopments occur._ in connection contract could ba signed now. Some
ested in world affairs and are good at
with groups.
collaborate.
communicating your ideas.

A

Matthew 26:36-50
In the darkness of the night,
after He had instituted the Lord's
Supper, Christ and His disciples
went to the Garden of Gethsemane
knowing that during that very
night He would be betrayed, arrested, and carried away for a
trial. Feeling a special need for
human companionship. Christ left
eight of his disciples by the entrance of the Garden and took with
Him into the inner recesses the
three moat intimate ones — Peter,
James, and Jdhn. Christ's
humanity was revealed beautifully in His taking with Him to the
place of prayer the men who
seemed to lite closest to Him.
These three were highly favored
by being chosen by Him out of the
company for a closer fellowship
with their Lord in that crucial
hour, when He needed them so
much.
Near the place to which He went
Inside the Garden to pray. Christ
said to Peter, James and John,
"tarry ye here, and watch with
me," Then; He went a little farther and - fell on His face and

CVS#V-301
1 %
1 79
3IrcocociL
• - FROM
8 pk

By H.C. Chiles

prayed, saying, "0 my Father, if
It be possible, let this cup pass
from me: nevertheless not as I
will, but as thou wilt." The submissiveness of that prayer makes
It the most spiritual speech in
human language.
The "cup" to which Christ was
referring was that of death before
He arrived at Calvary. That was
the very thing for which He had
come into this world, and He was
ever steadfast in His purpose of
going tothe Cross. He was praying
to escape a premature death there
In the darkness of the Garden of
Gethsemane. He wanted to be able
to reach the Cross and thereon to
pay the penalty for our sins.
Christ returned to His three
disciples whom He had commanded to "watch," and "pray", and
found them fast asleep. They were
not helpful to Him in His hour of
deep sorrow. Concerning their
lack of dependability we have
somewhat mixed emotions. Some
of us have an inclination to condone the disciples in their fatigued
and drowsy state, but at the same
time we want to blame them for

Store Hours:

1407 Main Phone 753-4682

8-7 Monday-Saturday

We Accept Food Stamps
We Reserve The Right
to Limit Quantities

GOOD F LK

Sale Dates:
March 17th-23rd

16 oz
Boyle

Nacho or

8

Hyde Park Bartlett

89"

PEPSI & PEPSI PRODUCTSPlusle89 SNACKS
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Sweet Sue
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CHICKEN &DUMPLINGS 24„,.99' MILK

1 it.

Jif Crunchy or Creamy

Argo Yellovv Clint; Slot eirl

Hunts Stitiee/v

129
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KETCHUP
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PINTO BEANS

12 pi%
Bush

COKE, DIET COKE, SPRITE 299
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Hyde Park
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2/89'
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KIDNEY BEANS
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./ tun phi/

Crisco

CORN OIL

32 oz

Davy', Woman) Swim;

3/$1

DISH DETERGENT
Hyde Park
Grade A Large

9

EGGSdo,

3/$ I

Fabric Soltner Sheet'
,

199
'
9
9
1"
"
69

ya/

CHARON

42 oz

Bt I

COKE, DIET COKE, SPRITE
MELLO YELLO

Flay-O-Rich Lofat

89"
1"
31'1

Gain

I II

16 oz.5
9

l'r.otroti F trio flintily

PEANUT BUTTER 0, 389 PEACHES

X Lry Doz

12 M. (

Buy One
DOWNY.ct Get One FREE

PEPSI & PEPSI PRODUCTS' 299

U.S. Choice

lb.

being inattentive. But our Lord
censured them, and so should we.
Judas personally led the men
who were going to arrest Christ to
the Garden of Gethsemane, and
pointed them to the Saviour by a
kiss of betrayal, according to the
agreement which he had made
previously with the enemies of the
Lord. Christ surrendered without
a struggle, so His arrest was
somewhat of an anticlimax for the
armed soldiers. Christ made it
clear to all who were present that
what Judas had done was not an'
surprise to Him.
Even though no man stood by
our Lord in Gethsemane, the
Father was with Him. Christ talked with the Father, trusted Him
implicitly, and yielded Himself
fully and completely to the doing
of His will. From God the Father
Christ obtained the blessed
assurance that He would receive
all the strength and help which He
would need for the accomplishment of God's will. How encouraging to know this aa we strive to
follow our Lord in complete devotion to the will of God!

II S Choice
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Students put to test in academic tourney
Students will put their brainpower, talent and enterprise to the
test during the Sweet 16 Academic
Showcase state finals March 23-25
in Lexington.
Transylvania University will
play host to approximately 351
students representing 102 schools
for the two day competition.
The Sweet 16 Academic
Showcase was originated by Lexington Mayor Scotty Baesler and
coordinated by the Lexington
Fayette Urban County Government. The sponsors include
Ashland Oil Foundation, Bank of
Lexington, Central Bank, the
developers of Meadow Creek subdivision, General Telephone Company of the South, Greater Lexington Convention and Visitors
Bureau, Jerrie()and Kentucky Central Life Insurance.
Twenty-two finalists (individual
and team in 12 events were
selected at regional competitions
held in January and February. The
top four finishers at each of the four
regional competitions were invited
to compete at the state finals.
Statewide, approximately 1,704
students representing 177 schools
participated
in
regional
competitions.
Students who place first, second
and third at the state level will
receive a share of $66,100 in
scholarship awards. Individual
winners receive: first place, $2,000;
second place, $1,200 and third place
$600. Team members receive: first
place $1,300: second place, $800:
and third place $450. Also, $1,000
will be awarded to schools having
a first place state finisher to be used in their academic programs.
The categories and competition
criteria are:
Art, ,Two-Dimensional — This
category includes oils, acrylics,
watercolors,
drawings,
photography. printmaking, graphic
designs, calligraphy, batik, etc.
Participants entered one artwork
for regional competition. State
finalists are required to submit
their regional work of art along
with two additional art works.
Art, Three-Dimensional — This
category includes pottery,
sculpture and fiber art such as
weaving, stitchery. and hooking.
Participants entered one artwork
for regional competition State
finalists are required to submit
their regional work of art along
with two additional art works.
Music, Vocal — Vocalists are
judged on tone. interpretation. intonation, technique, rhythm,
musical effect, appearance,
memorization and selection.
Music, Instrumental — Instrumentalists are judged on tone,
embouchure wind instruments I,
interpretation, intonation, technique, rhythm. musical effect, apmemorization
pearance,
keyboard performances, and
selection.
Journalism. Advertising/Promotion — This competition requires a
team of two students. At the
regional competition the teams
created and presented materials
that comprised a public service ad
campaign supporting the student's
local humane society. At the final
competition they may submit up to
three additional pieces.
Journalism, Feature Writing —
For the regi,nal competition articles of no more than 1,000 words
were written on the subject of
"favorite hometown or area

festivals." The feature Was to be
The top three winners in each
written as if it were for a competition will be announced at
newspaper, School paper or year- an awards dinner on Friday,
book. At the final competition, the
March 25, 6 p.m. in Lexington's
sixteen finalists will tour the Lex- Civic Center, Heritage Hall
ington Herald-Leader building and Ballroom.
write an article on site. They will
also be judged on two previously
submitted works.
English, Creative Writing — The
regional competition included
poetry, fiction or drama. The entry
"A rational man acting in the real
was to be written in conjunction
world may be defined as one who
with a creative or expository
decides where he will strike a balwriting class in and with a writing
ance between what he desires and
instructor. The state final competiwhat can be done."
tion consists of a two hour period
— Walter Lippmann.
where the finalists will respond in
writing to a series of questions and
• %.
creative exercises in an imprompToday's South knew he would
tu writing session.
English, Essay Writing — The make his game easily unless the
regional competition included a club suit behaved abominably. And
narrative, descriptive, expository, since the probability of a 4-0 split
persuasive or critical essay. The was less than 10 percent, South
entry had to be at least 500 words didn't give this possibility a passing
in length. The state final competi- thought.
South took the first diamond and
tion involves a two-hour imprompconfidently cashed the ace of clubs.
essay
writing session on one of
tu
When West discarded, South called
five topics.
time
out to prepare his partner for
Speech — Students are judged on
the development of ideas and oral the worst news. Eventually he did
speaking skills. Participants will struggle to the end and the defendwrite and present their speech on ers collected 200 points for two
_
one of three given topics. The down.
explained
South
weakly: "The
speech is to be persuasive in
nature, and supported with convic- chances of finding clubs 4-0 were
small. Furthermore, unless it was
tion and enthusiasm.
Computer — Team Competi- East who had the clubs, the chances
tion I — Teams consist of no more of doing something about it were
than four and no less than three even smaller. Therefore. I didn't
students. Judging is based on cor- think it worthwhile to abandon
rectness of submitted runs, number overtricks for such an unlikely
of problems solved, and elapsed
Sotith's- excuse Was almost as
time.
lame
as his play. To insure the game
Mathematics — (Team Competition — Teams consist of no more against East's stack in clubs, Soiith
than four and no. less than three should lead a low club toward dumstudents. Teams will answer three my's nine at trick two Ease wins
types of questions: two minute pro- and returns a diamond, however,
blem solving, toss-up and bonus South can now enter dummy twice
to lead past East's remaining clubs.
questions.
Quick Recall — No regional com- This picks up the suit with only one
petition was held The number one loser and South collects nine tricks
team from each of the sixteen despite the foul break.
NORTH
3-17-A
regions in the Governor's Cup Comd•
A
J
7
5
petition are invited to participate in
•A J 8 5
the Sweet 16 Academic Showcase
•5 4
State Finals.
+952
Accommodations, awards,
EAST
hospitality and transportation dur- WEST
46KQ 6
ing the tournament are paid for by *9832
V to 7 6
the Sweet 16 Academic Showcase. •K 9 4 2
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Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box
12363 Dallas Texas 75225, with self-addressed,
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Copyrtght 1968 United Feature Syndicate
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DOORBUSTER

WEED
& FEED
2S-3-3
(•;)

3.33

5.77

7.97
K-Gro
.Weed & Feed
25-3-3 fertilizer with weed
control. Covers 5,000 sq ft.

Our
4.97
Spreading Junipers

4.87,4

Assorted varieties of
Junipers
1-gal, 8-10" slze

spreading

Ortho Diazinon Spray. For control of
lawn and garden insects ticks aphids
white grubs and others

te$
‘
5,44
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50"D'-Cr
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Systemic41ose Flamer Care.
Plant food with systemoc insec- Gallon Boxwood. A very popubode kills sucking insects as it lar slow growing compact plant
with bright green round leaves
ferblizes. 2-lb

S
AVING5

3.97

3
Handy Garden Tools
.37

Special Rose Bush.

*1

grade packaged rose bush 2-year
field grown Assorted varieties

IlL9jr7

Bow end rake, round point
shovel or long handle nx

2008
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10 Laos Metall

Thru March Every Day
Monday - Sunday!
Our Reg 467

3.33

All Movies
* No Limit
* Members &
Non Members
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symbol
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measure
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24 "— of Fire"
26 Greek island
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DOORBUSTER

State to get grant
from national
geological group
LEXINGTON, Ky. AP — A
major grant from the U.S.
Goelogical Survey will enable the
Kentucky Geological Survey to
compile the most accurate picture
yet how much coal is left to be
mined in eastern Kentucky.
The three-year grant provides
$225,000 in the first year and about
$200,000 in each of the following
two years
The results of the study wit be
useful in formulating energy and
economic policies. said project
lirector Jim Cobb.
Although the gross amount of
coal in eastern Kentucky is known
— about 55 billion tons, Cobb said,
it is not known how much of that
can be mined economically
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THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER

'Winners will be recognized during the Girls Sweet Sixteen State
High School Basketball Tournament held in Frankfort's Civic
Center Friday, March 25 at 8:40
p.m.

South West
14
Pass
3
Pass
3 NT
Pass
Opening lead
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$1 00

5-Lb. Bag Grass Seed
For a quick cover or a base
for permanent lawn ww,

1.59

Reg. 3.47
After Rebate

40 Lb.
Potting Soil

20 Gallon Hose
End Sprayer
Durable plasbc

2.27

937

22" Lawn Mower 3 5 H P
Push mower Height adtustment
and 8 inch wheels

• t xiltirlinq New Arrivals

Over 3,500 Movie Rentals!
Mon.-Sat.

Sun.

10-9
Central
Center

1-5
Sales & Rental

7534670
753-HOME

HOME TV & APPLIANCE
elle119111114111990•99999999991111111119911

LE-415

1.67

Lawn Garden Edging. Black
4x1
/
4"x20 roll with solid bead and
two connectors for yard

3.97Hose.

Nylon rein
50' Garden
forced vinyl hose Flexible and
inside dia
long lasting

16.88

24.94Each

Grass Catcher. Fits models Contractors Wheelbarrow. 4
1008 7 2008 7 4008 7 and Cu ft capacity Makes light work
of hem sobs
others Handy grass catcher kit

ok
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Notice

2
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Notice

2

6

Notice

THE

INVITATION TO LEASE
OFFICE SPACE
The Finance and Administration Cabinet of
Kentucky desires to lease approximately 400
square feet of office space to be located in
Calloway County, Kentucky. Parking for two
(2) vehicles must accompany the space. Space
must be available for occupancy on or before
April 15, 1988. "
Responses may be made by any person in
writing on or before 10:00 a.m., Wednesday,
March 30, 1988. You need only to designate
the type and location of the property, the
name, address, and phone number of the
property owner, and the date of availability
of the property proposed for lease. Lease requisition number P1-3421 should be clearly
marked on the outside envelope of each proposal submitted to Room 171, New Capitol
Annex, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
All responses received will be publicly opened and read at the above designated time.
You will be notified by a representative of the
Leasing Branch so that an appointment con
be made to inspect the proposed facility.
Property must be approved by the Office
of the State Fire Marshal, meet OSHA and
handicapped accessibility specifications, as
well as existing applicable building codes. For
any additional information, contact Ms. Donna Bray of the Leasing Branch by phoning
(502) 564-2199.

2

Notice

FIND
IT
FAST
in the
classified

Our Private
Party ads are
full of
bargains. No
Matter what
you need,
read our
classified!

Notice

2

TRANSFER your 8MM
home movies to video
tape. $3.50 per SO ft.
reel, tape included.
Also, slides, negatives
and photographs. Free
pick-up and delivery.
Call Donna Darnell,
Vitleo Production
Specialties 759.9246.

Garage
Sale
Saturday,
March 19, 1988
8-12
1517 Dudley Dr.
Wicker furniture,
bicycles and other
items

Gold Nugget.
south side of square,
Mayfield, Ky. 247 6762
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt gold chains
"We-sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy'
Thompson Jeweler

Gil's
Carpet and
Upholstery
Cleaning
Steam & Vacuum
System

Special!
Three Rooms
& Hall

$39.95
1315 Olive Blvd.
753-3727
Gil Sewell
15 years experience
GLASS repair and re
placement work for
home, business and
auto. Window glass,
plate glass, insulated
glass, tempered safety
glass, plexiglass,
mirrors, glass table
tops and shelving. Also,
storm windows and
doors repaired. Patio
door glass, store fronts.
M&G Complete Glass
Co., phone 502-7510180.

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate
or Custodial Care.
With Medicare's new
guidelines for confinement, Nursing Home
Insurance is more important than ever.
For free information
call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Located Inside
Uncle Jeff's

I won't tell your age.
It may affect your
warranty*.
Love always,
Sister

Hubert Coles
Antiques
-41
AiVf JAP
&JUG'A BONE
3NCE IN A
vACANT'LOT

•

fti
NANCY

m•Imma•

IT SAYS HERE , AN ACTIVE
FANTASY LIFE CAN IMPROVE
•-...._YOUR PERSONALITY

I HAvE

AN ACTIVE
FANTASY LIFE

wi4EN IM E ATiNG I FANTASIZE
abOuT SLEEP. WHEN I SLEEP
1 FANTA‘DiZL ABOL11 EATING

1111fTLII SAMMY
THE PINING HALL
HAS A NO -SMOKING
SECTION NOW

IrTITT-771-1111

AfErlivwiiit6. rAif *F6e5

-

Financing Ayailabla
753-0575

5

Lost

and

Found

1 YEAR old Beagle
named 0 J , 2 year old
black long haired
mixed breed named
Blackie, both males.
Lost East Green Plain
Church
Reward 492
JO AN'S Varieties nas 8878 or 753 5018
Male
name braticl• childrens REWARD
and junior spring ar- Bassett Hound. Lost
near
Bean
Road. Last
rivals, ladies\
springwear :and chil- seen wearing orange
nylon
and leather col
dren and ladies bathing
suits at 4000 off! Acid lar 4.3.6 2310
washed jeans and
overalls, 9 months • 7
Layaways
years
available
Jo An's 6
Help Wanted
Varieties on the square,
ADVERT
IS 1 NG_
753:9569
ExREVIVAL Services af Salesperson
perience with print
the Lake Land Aposto
media desired
Corn
lic Church Thursday
mission basis Reply to.
through Sunday. March
P 0 Box 1040 I
24-27, 402 Sunbury
ANIMAL Shelter full &
Circle. For more in
part time help needed
formation or trans
portation, call 759-1602 Apply at Shelter, 1P.M.
4P M only on March
You Are Welcome!
17th and 18th
ATTENTION salesmen
2 lob opportunities with
reliable firm ,For op
pointment call 492 8806
or write P.O. Box 671,
Murray, Ky 42071.
EARN UP TO $7 AN
HOUR. We need 20
money motivated in
dividuals for 'exciting
new local promotion.
Full or part time days
or evenings, all
welcome
No ex
perience necessary, we
Repair and refinish
train. Clear speaking
voice and good reading
furniture
ability a must. Apply
Qualified & experienced
now for immediate
work Southside Shop
Haw choice
ping Center, 616 S 12th
Antiqu• Furniture
St , Suite 103,
10A M. 4P M

FAMILY
NEVER HAD
A FARM..

TOUR

*Glass & Brass

Happy
Birthday!

m-r

When I W35 very
young,we lost the
family farm.

•Antiques

This guy is a pro at
being a brother. So

-free local claim xervice-

I came from a very
poor- family.

•New & used furniture

,A •

EXPERIENCED Cook
needed ,Also, ex
perienced waitress Call
489 2533
GET Paid for reading
books! $100.00 • per title
Write: PASE 187K, 161
Lincolnway
S
N
AUrora, IL 60S42
LIGHT DELIVERY'
CASH PAID DAILY
Local deliveries, ec
onomy vehicle and nea'
appearance a must
Apply now for immedi
ate work
Southsidc
Shopping Center, 616 S
12th St , Suite 103,
10A.M 4P M.
N EED Live- in
housekeeper to do light
housework and help
care for 2 children Call
753 0305 after 5P.M
NEED a lob? 4 openings
now You may qualify
(l)you do not have
if
GED or your high
school diploma, (2) you
have been out of school
9 months or more, (3)
you are between ages 16
& 21 We are a EOE
This project is funded
by the Western Ky.
Private Industry
Council
JTPA
Call
J.T P A Out Of School
753 9378 between 8 30
12:00 5 days a week
NOW Hiring counter
help Sammons Bakery,
full or part time. Apply
in person only
No
phone calls please.
N OW taking a p
plications for cooks &
waitresses Apply in
person 9 5, Valley
Drive In, Hwy. 94 East
PART TIME Female
restaurafit help needed.
D ays, nights &
weekends. Must be 21
Apply at the Big Apple
Cafe, US 641 South,
Puryear, TN, or call
901 247-5798 after
11.30A.M.
WANTED: RN or LPN
to work in office setting
with pediatric/adult
allergy and asthma
patients. Send resume
only to Route 2, Box 39,
Murray, KY 42071
WANTED
sound
technician for rock
band. 345 2597.

Wanted

PART TIME- Waitress
needed • 1.1A.M.-2P M
Mon. Fri. Apply at Up
town Deli between
9A.M. 11A M
PN Director of Nursing
needed for 118 bed facil
ity Experience preferred
but not absolutely neces
sary Must have strong
supervisory • manage
ment and nursing skills
Excellent benefits &
chance for advancement.
Apply in person at
Oakyiew Manor. Hwy. 62
East. Calvert City, Ky.
E.O.E., MFHV.
SERVICE -Station at
tendant. Part or full
time. Send resume to
P 0 Box 1040 B

Carolyn's
Corner
4b-

Help

BABYSITTER
NEEDED
in my home In Raul.
Nutt bo dopontlable.
After 5 Phon•
492-8211
9 Situation Wanted
) PEOPLE will do
rouse cleaning
437 4811
CHRISTIAN family will
do mowing, light haul
Jog, and house cleaning
Prices reasonable 492
8899
GENERAL house and
office cleaning 6 years
experience
Re
ferences 759 1578
HOME Childcare.
Monday Friday, infants
to 1 years Call 437 4678
I will keep and care,for
a lady in my home in
Hazel
Experienced
Good references 492
8510
WILL Sit with elderly
people days Call 345
2875
10 Business Opportunrty
your
o n
beautiful discount shoe
store. Offering over
300 top designer name
brands and over 2000
styles ot unbelievable
retail prices of 6.75
and up. All first quality
merchandise.
'Andrew Geller 'Evan
Pincone • Naturalizer
'Liz Claiborne 'Stride
Rite
•Bondolino
*Reebok "Amalfi •9
West "Glono yonder
bilt and many more.
Your -S.' cash invest
merit of $12,900.00 to
539,900.00 includes
beginning inventory,
training and fixtures
Own

Call anytime.

Prestige
Fashions
1-800-247-9127
BAY'shop Can be used
as 2 seperate businesses
on approximately 1 acre
of land Gas heat Good
investment 437 4366
1

11

Instruction

14

Want to Buy

24
Miscellaneous
24
Miscellaneous
JUNK cars and trucks
1991
FORD Escort for MARINE Batteries 74
Ask for Larry 753 3633
parts 19" color stereo Series 85 amp 139 99. 77
WANTED
Standing
TV, Fuzz buster, 10 Series 105 amp 149 99
timber We use horses,
channel programmable Wallin Hardware
no skidder Call Ken
scanner with charge downtown Paris, TN
Glasco, 615 232 6425
unit
Call 753 4022
MARTIN houses tc
Leave name and phone room, $1999. 12 room,
number
$2999. 18 room, 1.4499.
1 GALLON Assorted 24 room. $59 99
1 4'
Shrubs Boxwood, telescoping pole $29 99
EunonyrnOuS. Wallin Hardware,
Azaleas, more, more, downtown, Paris. Tn
more, only $2.99 ea
MEMBERSHIP in
Your choice. New this Pirates Cove Resort
year 2 gal Flowering $5000 Serious offers
Shrubs, Lilacs, only 753 6298
Honeysuckle, more PINE Barkmulch 2
1
varieties only $6 99 cu
ft
bags
Pine
each At Coast to Coast nuggets 339 3 Cu ft
Hardware
bags Spaghnum Peat 4
)ROW John Deere corn Cu ft only $869 We
drill, antique walnut also have top soil,
round table with 4 potting soil, cow man
chairs, antique mantle ure & peat Coast to
clock, excellent condi
Coast Hardware,
tion Several pieces of Murray
15 Articles tor Sale
antique glassware Call POLL Top desk,
1 72,600 BTU air con
753 0537
3 4").3-8" Also Zenith
clitioner, 1 5.000 BTU air
MEAT Cooler Calf advance system 3 with
D
conditioritr and upright
remote control. 25"
freezer 155 Cu ft All 489 2533
ALUMINUM extension console Full size utility
good condition 759 9556
NEW Custom built gun ladders 14' 13999 16' truck box 72,000 BTU
20' $59 99. 2.1" Admire' window unit
cabinet Also 1974 Ford $42 99
99, 18' $99 99 Wallin A . 0
S7a4r,s
Shop made
LTD 753 3917
Hardware, Downtown
trailer 12 gauge pump
Paris
shotgun Call 436 5355.
16 Home Furnishings
BEAUTY Shop equip
SEASONED firewood.
1 PIECE living room ment
for sale 1 dresser
$50 2 ricks delivered
suite, floral blue and
436 2778
beige, like new. $250. cbon
°wdl itaion
CadIrl y7e5r9s101?.rd SPLIT firewood, mulch
nd 2
Also Whirlpool upright
BIRD' Baths & Concrete and slabs Call 435 4530
freezer, call 474 7361
Planters in various TILLERS, 5HP Briggs
FOR Sale Couch and sizes Clay pots
in all and Stratton engine,
chair, $200 or best offer
shapes & sizes
chain drive $289 99 in
Call 753 6244
Strawberry Pots De
Waiiin Hard
carton
MOVING Sa e
2 corative Rock. too! ware. Downtown. Paris
Loveseats. Hotpoint re Coast to Coast
WANT Standing timber
frig . GE stove, recli • Hardware.
Murray!
will work off on shares
ner
bunk beds Call FINGERLI
NG Channel with horses or sk(doer
435 4294
Catfish 12 cents each
NEW Matching couch Call 312 2766 to order your preference
615 232 7813. 232 7536, or
and chair, one full size March 11 18 after 6P M
232 76.35
bed, kitchen table and Fish will be available
four chairs it can be March 19th
see-n at A 14 Fox FIREWOOD
25 Business Services
for sale
Meadows after 5P M
431 4667
GET your tax refund
PAIR of Lazy Boy
FIREWOOD. Seasoned faster' We re equipped
rocker recliners, c-on
Oak
Delivered and to transmit to IRS by
temporary style,
stacked or you pick up fiomputer
Refun'cis
months old, excellent
Charles Barnett 753
issued in -average of 18
condition Call 759 1750.
5.476
'days last year We can
t/UEEN Sleeper with FIREWOOD
transmit it I do tne
'or sale
matching loveseat & Also,
tree removing 30 preparation
you or
recliner 4.13
extra years experience
Now
436 , another preparer
throw tsonws
Like 2758 or 436 2562
preparing individual,
new, a., with. -a-clid•cl
farm. business and
soil shield protection FRUIT Trees Apple. partnerships
Call
peach, plum, cherry.
treatment
Call
Joyce Noel Tax Service
Several
and
pear
492 8792
varieties Only 19 99 489 7440 for appoint
SOFA. great shape. S375
Ornamental merit information or
each
Or best offer
Wing trees
Purple Leaf rates
chair, good shape, $65
Plum. Dogwood, Red MIKE Hodge's Tax
firm Call 753 0571
Service, offering elec
Bud. Flowering Pear
Two 'Recliners Besf Silver Maple, Willow & tronic filing Refunds
offer Call 753 1862
processed in average of
more Only Ill SO each
YOUTH Bed with rails. At Coast to Coast Har
18 days 11 years ex
including mattress
Southsicie
dware in the Central perience
Baby bed with mat
Shopping Center, 759
Shopping Ctr , Murray
<
tress Good condition
1425
Cali 753 8950
GILSON log splitter 5HP
26
TV
Radio
Briggs & Stratton mo
19 Farm Equipment
for, 13 ton capacity, belt
stand,
drive, excellent condi
GARDEN- Tractor
$100 Cali after 5P M
753 7783 after
5 HP Briggs & tion
753 3145
Stratton engine Call SP M
19
ZENITH Systems
JOHN Deere model 545 III Portable Color TV
753 7852
riding mower. 6HP, with remote Very good
20 Sports Equipment
electric start, perfect condition $150 75"
GT Mali(
GOLF Carl, like new, 4 condition $425 Call SYLvANIA
435 4526 • •
•
Console color TV. - nice
wheeis with hard top
LARGE. large, large cabinet great color.
$1500 Call 901 247 3986
GOLF cart. 4 wheeler selection of storage 1125 Call 759 1545
with new batteries and buildings in stock for 15" QUA 5 ACtr color
immediate delivery
console, works good.
trailer $1000 753 5744
Acree Portable $75 Call 8a m Sp m
Buildings, Mayfield. 759 9924
klusicai
22
Ky 502 247 7831
LEASE TO OWN 25"
PIECE Ludwig Dru0 LAWNMOWER Battery
console TV With remote,
Set, Black Corte*
$20 99 Wailin Hardware $53 a month
Murray
Brand new hardware
downtown Paris. TN
Rental & Sales 753 8791
Lots of extras Excel

WANT
TO BUY

Dark Fire Cured

Tobacco Base
Call:
492-8566
After 3 p.m.

sale,

lent condition $1,500
firm Call 759 4723

24
Miscellaneous
10 CHANNEL Hand
LEARN TO DRIVE
held programmable
scanner, car antenna
•
•sol•••no•
Us_.5 1125, 4 Channel Crystal
scanner and rech`arger
needs,I'
•DOT CAPIIIk-~
$75 Call Mark 753 2337
•F 011 C• gar,•••••
15x8 LANDAU Chrome
trordreg
•Risorment ORO
wheels, lugs, caps,
•rInsncull
MIN stems with 243 60R15"
•AWRY,
111111 white letter tires
WANE
1RACT0114 MA&E
AMMO National XT Renegade
TRAINING CIRRI(4.3 IMMO 1500
3 Prom Dresses,
LIE•448044
sizes 8, 17, and 70 Call
Cal Toll F.
753 5382 after 5P M
INST RUC T ION

TRACTOR-MALES

e.o.LoR TV5

17

MURRAY - CALLOW Al ('01 NT1 HOMPIT41.
AND LONG TERM (ARE SIT

PSYCHOLOGIST
PsycholIgtst licensed to practice in Kentucky
needed part-time to conduct group therapy
and psychological testing for 12 bed
psychiatric unit to open in April in JCAH accredited general hospital

Contact: Richard Storts, Personnel.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
Murray. KY 42071,(502) 753-5131 ext. 113

143004344203

P•iblic Auction
TRAVEL AGENT
TOUR GUIDE
AIRLINE RESERYATioNisT
Start locally full time/part
time Train on live airline
computers Home study and
resident traning Financial
aid available Job placement
assistance National Hdqtrs
Lighthouse Pt. FL
1 CT TB 1%ft. N If001.
w 7724
II `.‘

rwcArr

Tomem,TAKE CARE OF NERO.
DEVIL. ANO I HAVE 8u5iNE95,

, witro ONE
COLONEL ONGRPf

Happy 36th
Anniversary!

Sat.. March 19th. 1988 at 10 a.m. at the Dan Miller Auction Barn
at Lynn Grove, Ky. From Murray'. Ky. take 94 West to Lynn Grose,
Take Highway 893 North 1/2 mile. From Mayfield take 121 South
to 1838 South 3 miles to auction. Watch for auction sign...
Nice old high head board bed • camel & flat top trunk - glass door
china cabinet - old wood cook stove old rocking chair - nice old
lamp tables 6 old wrought iron drug store chairs • 2 nice poster
bedroom suites - other odd beds - chest & vanities - 3 or 4 couches
tit -chairs • recliners • odd chairs - coffee 8r end tables - nice maple
coffee & end tables - drum table • color T V 's- vanity table & floor
lamps - large lot of old lamps & shades - air conditioner - heaters
& fans - small office desk - nice 6 gun wall cabinet • nice frost free
ref - other ref. 1nIce chest freezy • 2 upright freezers 3 sets of
auto washers 8k- dryers • 2 nice wood breakfast set - chrome
breakfast set - electric stove - lot of pots & pans - glass & china
like new gas grill" 'good push mowers - gas edger - good Snapper
Comet riding mower. like new R H P. Troy Hilt rear tine tiller with
lay off plow & front blade. 10" Craftsman table saw, 7_14"Craft
sman radial arm miter saw, 35,000 FM T kerosene heater, new portable limb & leaf crusher • good garden way yard cart - bumper
pool table - exercise equipment - wheel barrow • bench grinder
benchs • small power tools. carpenter tools - good hand 8t garden
tools - aluminum step ladder - extension ladder. 2 chain saws '2
good line trimmers - cross cut saw • good 3 ton central heat & air
unit - 14' ark traveler - 18 h.p. motor & trailer - 1978 Ford pickup
long wide bed with 20.xxx actual miles - 1979 LTD. Ford car on.'
owner low miles - 1975 Ford car loaded a good car.. like new 5 h p
Craftsman tiller - good soft Ice cream machine - 3 shaft milk shade
machine - good 2 wheel tilt bed trailer- nice short wide truck top
per. This will be an all day auction.
e..
Not responsible for accidents lunch available. Rain or shine.
For more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144
Lynn
Grove. Ky.

Dan Miller-Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. 01281
Darrell Beane - Terry Paschall Auctioneer
('huck Williams - App. Auctioneer
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

C-71911

itea4,
. MARCH 17, 1988

!Hi

CLASSIFIEDS
26

TV

Radio

30

Business

Rentals

38

Pets-Supplies

43

Miierray Ledger & Times

Real Estate

LEASE TO OWN 19" SPACE for office or CUTE AKC Registered PINEBLUFF over
color TV, $28 a month small business at 113 Bassett puppies
7 looking Ky. Lake. 2
bedroom, 1 bath trailer
Murray Rental & Sales South 13th St Call Tom
weeks old, only 3 left
All new carpet, par
Hopkins 753 6202
Call 753 8448
753 8201
tially
furnished, $13,000
LEASE TO OWN Wir
ONE Year old Bluetick
32. Apts for Rent
eless remote VCR, $32 a
Bloodhound female, Phone 753 1500 after
5P.M
month Murray Rental 1 BEDROOM upstairs partially trained
I've
apartment, outside en
Ready for breeding. BOB Haley says
& Sales 75,3 8201
got buyers I need
1450. Call 527 8341
LEASE TO OWN 1715 trance. Stove and re
sellers. List your pro
watt stereo system, frigerator furnished
PEKINESE puppies
perty with me Call me
Reasonable utilities. 713 Beautiful! Blond, dark
only $53 per month
at 489 2266 or Roberts
Murray Rental & Sales, Elm $175 per month. brown & a rare true
Realty 753 1651
395 4756
753 8201
parti color
May see
FURNISHED 2 bed
sire & dame Ready by 44 Lots
tor Sale
room apartment. Quiet April 1st, Home raised.
27 Mobile Homes tor Sale
couple. Outside entr
$175 & up Payments 5.5 ACRES, lake access,
14x70 CUSTOM built tid ance, water furnished, available Phone 435
I mile from Panorama
F leetwooa Broadmore, 2 $225 plus deposit. Call 4398 Murray. Come see Shores on Hwy. 280, 1/4
mile from lake Perfect
BR Call 498 8937 or 437
anytime
753 5711
4195
RAISED with 'TLC, building spot Lots of
MUR Cal apts kltbr
Oak and Pine trees.
1971 ATLANTIC, 12x65, thwood Dr 1, 2 or 3 BR
AKC Shiri Tzu puppies
good condition, $3800
Now renting. Equal Adorable, champion $10,000 362 8609
Call 753 2519 or 759 1979
Housing Opportunity
bloodlines, good BEAUTIFUL lakeside
759 498.1
markings, shots, lot on Ky Lake, would
1976, 11 X 5 , DE
make an excellent
healthy. Priced to self
TROITER mobile NOW renting 1 and
building or mobile home
436 2323.
home, all electric, cen
bedroom apartments
site. Lot has grassy
SHIH TZU Puppies
tral heat & air, $4600
Call Embassy Apart
Call 437 4461 or 437 4890
adorable, tiny bundles clearing surrounded by
.ments at 753 3530
1981 1/x72 CLAYTON TAKING applications of fur. Have many to trees Will sell cheap
mobile home, 2 bed
for Section 8_ Rent choose from Spotted & Call after 6P M 502 227
room, 1 bath, large Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 solid Wormed & have 4203.
kitchen, large living BR
Apply Hilldale had all shots. Ready by LAKE property af
bargain price. 8x38
April 1st. $1 80
Apts , Hardin, Ky
room with fireplace
2 bedroom trailer on
Central electric heat Equal Housing Payments available
approx
100'x150' lot.
Phone 435 4398 Murray
and air, washer and Opportunity
Septic, deepwell with
Come see anytime
dryer hook up, partially
pump, storage building
furnished. In trailer 34 Houses for Rent
and deck, near
park in town $10,000 ) BEDROOM House,
Bloodriver. 56,000. 314firm Must see to ap gas heat $225 per 41
Public Sales
471 6163 days or 314 472
preciatu 436 2173 after month with deposit Call
1675 after 60 m
•
6P M
753 1513 after 4P M
To lease beautiful 1
46 Homes for Sale
bedroom, 7 bath, brick
28 Mobile Homes tor Rent
) BEDROOM house in
house in Panorama
OR 3 BR, furnished or Shores
country (8 miles north
Fireplace and
unfurnished, some new many
on Hwy 121). Will
other extras Call
furniture, natural gas
consider trade for nice
901 479 2604 after 4p m
electric, air con
mobile home. $8000
Shady Oaks 36 For Rent or Lease
ditioned
Call 753 9866.
753 5209
1 BEDROOM, 2 bath
RENT to Own a Heavy
brick home near Ben
1 BEDROOM Mobile
Home on private lot 8 Duty Washer and
ton
Phone 527 9932
Dryer, $18 per week
miles East of Murray
after 5P.M
Call
Movie
World
at
per
month plus
$165
1' BEDROOM, 2 bath
Call Linzy 753 4663
deposit
house & 31 1/2 acres of
Clothes! Clothes!
Beane at 436 2582
land 1 '8 mile off Hwy
Miller's
Clothes!
121
4 BEDROOM mobile
280 on Forrest Rd. Call
home, 2 full baths,
436 5318
Name brands. excellent
Mini Storage
washer and dryer.
BY Owner in .Paris, TN
condition, ladies large
woodstove Also, 2 bed
Brick Home with
Located (in 17' 13,,, PaSS
small,
men's,
infant's
&
room mobile home
finished basement, over
753-6774 of 753 6855
& children's
Both furnisher) or un
2,000 square feet, 3 or 4
after 5 p m
Phone 489
furnished
(boy's & girl's).
bedrooms, 2 baths, Ili:rn20
ing room, kitchen/dinhousehold items.
TRAILER for rent Calf 37 Livestock Supplies
ing combination with
Don't Miss This Ono.
Dill's Trailer Court
built in appliances and
BAY horse with saddle.
759 1577
pantry, large utility
blanket. briddle Two
room, large family
wheel trailer 4 x7' with
room, workshop, abuntilt bed '57 Chevy truck
* Four Star * ' for
dant closets, beautifully
restore Call 436 5648
decorated, CHA, deck,
MOBILE HOME
REGISTERED Ram
carport with attic stor
bouillet sheep
Also.
REPAIR
age, flue, TVA in
geese 753 4106
•tr
,
o,
sulated, under termite
S 1 MMENTA L and
Doors wasoows
contract, large lot, quiet
vinyl skirting Gutters •Simbrah bulls
Per
neighborhood, 11 years
instaried
formance & semen
old, Assumable 7 1/2%
teveung gumbo-KJ
Excellent qual
tested
Interest Loan, $54,000
sagged roots & floors
ity $650 & up Cadiz
Call 901 642 5027 after
repaired
Ky. 522 8794
5P M
Best prices, qualay
rap Sale! New house
Baby items, house
Lattice Decks nom '110
38 Pets Supplies
located in Merrywood
•4actury Eipsaaara
goods.
furnitue,
AKC Black Tab pups
Subdivision just off of
1144.44ag Servicomp
Reelfoot Lake hunting
brcycles, clothes. etc.
Benton Bypass to
I. •••••••
•1040MF ,SOZA•2411•14,11 •
stock guaranteed
Murray 3 bedrooms, 2
Males $100
Females
baths, double garage
$75 Call 507 354 8714
with electric opener
•
30 Business Rentals
built in bookcase large
AKC Golden Re
3FFICE For Rent 1 trievers shots and
wood deck, plus over 800
blk from court square wormed, 8 weeks old, 5
sq ft of storage area.
downtown area
Call males, 3 females, $100
Call 527 9192 for
753 4374
appointment
$150 901 822 3405
mile from Ron's
THE Perfect hide away
Square Dancing
or starter home
2
bedroom, nice lot, low
teens Call Key As
sociates, Wilson Realty
at 753 3263
Thur., Fri., Sat.

Garage Sale

Friday, March 18

1505 Tabard Dr.
(Canterbury)
Corner of London
& Tabard
8-4

Yard
Sale

Fri & Sat
8 am - 3 pm
1710 Audubon

Moving
Sale

4 Party • Yard • Sale

Garage with heat - full of ANTiOUES. kinds of brass
old clocks office desk bed, chairs lamps quilts, brass
quitt rack showcase table of pielry furniture. pictures.
-stefling silver all kinds of glass old brass bock(A Beauty, shoo tools 12 bikes table of cookware. tabie ç1 ce
womens. clothes_ table of toys
This Is Only.4 Start You !fame
We Hate IV
Dealers Itelcome

1111 Pogue Ave., Murray Ky.

• -7filiv
id
• -7M11
.

_LS
.4reent on s *Me'Economical and conveniently
located New roof in '56, new carpet in '57 3-BR,
I bath Cozy winter evenings by the fireplace.
relaxed summer evenings cm the deck Only
$46,000

MTG/Better Homes
& Gardens 753-4000

Call

Gigantic Auction:
Complete Dispersal Of Something
Special Antique 4 Gift Shop in Cape
Girardeau, Mo., Sun., March 20,
10 a.m. Convention Center at Holiday
lnn-RT K 41-55 Cap. Glrardoau, Mo.
Over 20,000 Items Inc Corner Cupboards, Piesates
ihreen Anne Chest, Oak Dressers Beds, Tables. Wardrobes. Etageres. Plantation Desk Jelly Cupboard Dolls
by Gorham, Parkins. and Mdme Alexander, Clowns by
Judi and Ron Lee Teddy Beats by Gund and Dakin.
Porcelain Figurines. Santas.• XMAS Ornaments Many
i:ountry Decorator Items. Lots of Kitchen and Gourmet
items. Music Boxes, Candle. Lamps, Jewelry, Thimbles
Baskets, Bathroom Items, Imported Lace Gift and
Decorator Hems of all kinds
Auction will be conducted in 2 sessions 10-5 and 6-11
Antiques will be sold in the evening session 2 auction
•ncjs will he .n operation

Superior Auction Company
Red & Shirley Martin:
Auctioneers
Phone 618-833-5083 For Moro Info.

Friday
9am - 4 pm

Microwave
dining
room set, chain saw.
dog house. clothes, etc
Cancel if rein

Moving Sale
Saturday
8 am-2 pm
1536 Oxford Dr.
Sofa 8 choir, maple
china cabinet, antique wick•r rocker,
maple dresser, ping
pong table, toys.
othssr household
items.
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Real Estate
1 ACRE. 3 buildings.
natural gas. septic tank,
10 miles north of
Murray on 121
Call
753 0318
FOR Sale Good rental
property, four apart
ments, 1 block from
campus 540.000. call
753 1203
kOPPERUD Realty
offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
With a wide selection of
quality homes, all
prices. 753 1222, toll free
1 SOO 251 HOME Ext
711L for courteous,
competent Real Estate
service We make buy
ing & selling Real
Estate easy for you

18 Unit
Apartment
Complex
Near MSU
Ex. occupancy
record.
Call 759-9ERA
for details.

ERA
HERITAGE
REALTY

47

PA6E 15

Motorcycles

1979 YAMAHA. 100 XS,
street bike, good shape,
runs good, with extras
$700, call 753 5046
1985 700 YAMAHA 4
wheeler, electric &
manual start with re
verse. $1,100 Good
condition Call 759 4515
after 5P M

49

Used

Cars

51

Campers

53

53

Services Offered

1976 DELTA 88 Olds. P S.,
1988 JAYCO deluxe
P.B., AM/FM radio, de
pop up, roof air con
pendable. $600 Call after
ditioner, 3 way refrig ,
5p m 7536211.
surge brakes, spare
1976 REGAL Buick in
tire, sleeps 6, perfect
good condition, $900
condition, used one
Call 7594731.
time, must sell. Save
1977 GRAND Prix SJ, over $1000 753 7853
loaded, sun roof, PW,
PL, AM/FM cassette
52 Boats -Motors
$1650 753 2556
14' JON Boat
18HP
1978 CAPRICE Classic, motor Call after 6P M
loaded with 68,000 345 2042.
original miles, original 17' DUO Roamer,
owner. Call 753 2900 or 12 OHPin
board/outboard. 14'
753 5702 after 5P.M.
1978 GRAND Prix, 81, Traveler, 20HP Johnson
000 miles. LJ Edition, Trolling, depth. 436 2261
all the extras, excellent after 5P.M
condition, 52900. Call 1977 TIDECRAFT, 18
Bass boat, 175
753 5268 after 5P.M
1979 CUTLASS station Evinrude, SST Clever
wagon. V 8, power seats, Prop, 24 Volt Evinrude,
power windows & locks. Foot Control, 2
Good condition. $1100. Locators, 2 Live Wells,
Trailer (low hours),
Call 492 8956.
14750. Call 753 7432.
1979 GL Volvo, V6, 1983 BAJA 19' 302
automatic, PW, air, sun Chevrolet, V-8 Mercury
roof, 4 door, gold, $2500. outdrive, ,tandum
trailer. Call 753 5744.
Call 901 247 3986
1979 TRANS AM, extra 1985 FABUGLAS
nice, low mileage. Call Runabout- 16 1/2"
long, 140HP inboard
753 6063.
1979 WHITE Firebird, engine, S.S prop, cover.
good condition. Call Like new, $7,500. Call
753 8428.
after 4P M. 7530444.
1985 PROCRAFT • 15
Bass boat, 60HP Mer
cury with power trim &
Now it's
tilt. Mercury trolling
motor & depth finder
Like new. 753 1775.
,
0 reee'y Oe 4.4e.e
,
aV
WE buy, sell or trade
boats, motors, trailers,
parts or most anything
marine. Paris, Tn 901
642 1312.

APPLIANCE
SERVICE. Kenmore.
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 27 years
experience Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Ser
vice, 202 S. .5th St
Business 753 4872, 436
5848 (home)
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dis
hwashers, re
frigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett, 354 6956 or 753
5341
BREAKING and disc
ing ga.Nens. Yard Ian
dscaping. Leveling
driveways and
bushhogging. 436 5430
or 753 0659.
BRICK block and con
crete driveways,
sidewalks, patios, house
foundations, chimneys.
New and repair. 27
years experience. Free
estimates. Large or
small jobs. Charles
Barnett 753 5476.
CONCRETE drive
ways, patios, carpentry
and block work CALL
502 492 8160
CUT Wood on shares.
Call 753 0680
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs
FOR most any type
driveway white rock
also, any type gravel,
dirt and sand call Roger
Hudson, 753 4545 or
New & Used
53 Services Offered
753 6763.
GM Executives &
Al ENTERPRISES of
GENERAL repair
Program Vehicles
fering brick and block plumbing, roofing, yard
driveway and patio work, tree work and
901-642-3900
work. Carpentry work wood $25 a rick. 436 2642
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris
of all phases. Also, or 436•5895.
natural and LP gas
GUTTERING by Sears.
work. Free estimates
Sears continuous gut.
1980 MONTE Carlo, 436 5355.
ters installed for your,
power & air, AM/FM A 1 TREE
Service and specifications. Call
cassette, sport wheels,
stump removal Your Sears 753.2310 for free
12 vinyl top, good
pfotessional tree ser- estimate.
tires, excellent condi
vice. All types, remo
titn, 79,xxx miles, val, topping, feeding. HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile. 643 Old
$1695 Call 489 2733 Free
estimates. 50'
Benton Rd. 753 9400.
anytime
bucket truck and chipINSULATION blown in
1982 OLDS Toronado
per Call 753 0906.
by Sears. TVA ap
753 6308.
ALL types of graver
1983 CHRYSLER Fifth hauled Also, slabs and proved. Save on -those
high heating and cool
Avenue. Leather inter
mulch Reasonable 435
ing bills. Call Sears
ior, all options, excel
4291, 437 4402 or
753- 2310 for free
lent conditfon. 41,000 753 0467
estimate.
miles. Call 753 5.681
Parker,
LEE'S CARPET
1988 TOYOTA Camry, MAX W
CLEANING. For all
fully equipped, perfect Attorney at Law. For
mer county attorney; your carpet & upholst
condition, 5,800 miles
former district judge. ery cleaning. For a free
Call 502 753 7853.
RED HOT bargains! Office, 104 N. 4th St, estimate call 753 5827.
Drug dealers' cars, Murray, 753 3153; Satisfied references.
LICENSED electrician,
boats, planes repo'd. Home, 753 7900.
Surplus. Your area. MOBILE HOME residential and corn•
Buyers guide. Specialist, Repair, mercial. Air condition(1)805 687 6000 Ext. S- leveling, underpinning, ing. Sales and service.
roofs, floors, plumbing, Gas installation and
8155
wiring, washing, repair for natural and
hurricane straps 759
LP. Fred's Repair 753
4850.
7203
50
Used Trucks

53

Services Offered

Kitchens by
WARD ELKINS

SAWDUST, loaded'
single axle truck 510.
Shomaker Lumber Co.,
Hwy 22 N. McKenzie,
"We create the world's Tn , 901 352 5777
SEWING Machine Refinest kitchens''
pair. All makes and
models. Home & In
411 Maple 753-1713
dustrial. Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
PRE ENGINEERED sharpening.
40 yrs.
Woodframe Buildings experience.
All work
for commercial or farm
guaranteed
Kenneth
use
Also churches, Barnhill, 753 2674,
stables, arenas, Stella, Ky
garages. Call today
SHEETROCK finishing,
901 642 2080 Custom
new or repair. 4362811.
Metal Buildings_
JREWAY Tree
QUALITY construction
Service- Topping, prunrepairs and alterations
ing, tree removal. Ae•
Free estimates Call G
rial bucket truck. Fully
2617.
436
& A
insured for your prot
ROCKY COLSON Home ection. Stump
removal
Repair. Roofing, siding, with no
lawn damage.
painting, plumbing, Free
estimates. No
concrete. F
a.ree es- Obligations. 753 5484.
timates. Call d74 2307 or
TRAILER owners.
753-6973.
Does your trailer roof
need sealing? Free
WET BASEMENT. We estimates. Call Kenneth
make wet basements at 436 2326
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or 55 Feed and Seed
write Morgan Con
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky
The New N.K.
42001 or call 1 442 7026.
Stauffer Pride &
WHEELCHAIR bound
or handicapped? If you
N.K. Seed Corn
contract to purchase a
Also, Alfalfa, Clover,
Murray City home
0. Grass and Timothy,
currently under re
novation, the design will
Garden Seeds
be modified to ac
comodate your needs
Offer good until March
21, 1988. Call 753-3875.
WILL do plumbing in ,
stallation & repairs. All
1 2 1 S. 14•41141 Rd
guaranteed. Free estimates_ Phone 492-8899
753.5522
or 753-1308.
WILL haul white rock,
56. Free Column
riff raft, dirt, sand
gravel & fertilizer. Call FREE Labrador pup
Chuck Williams pies to good home. Call
759 1354.
753 9565.

Dan Taylor

Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cad*,Inc. of
Paris, TN

1973 FORD pick up,
auto, p.s , air. Good
condittbn, $750 Call
753 8838 after 3 30P M.
1973 F
D pick up,
F150 Call 753 3402.
1976 DODGE 1-wheel
drive, 3/4 ton, 4-speed.
Call 753 7161
1978 CHEVY Scottsdale,
s.w.b., at., p.s., p.b.,
am ,fm & tape, rally
wheels, rollbar, $2000
firm 753 3187
1978 FORD Bronco, T
owner, local truck. Call
after 6P.M. 753-4172.
1988 MAZDA pick up
truck, solid white,
lowered 3". Call 759
'4131 (days), or 753 7252
(nights)

Services Offered

Carraway
Farms

**141
7535940

St

Custom Kitchen
Cabinets
All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
*
*
*
1k
*
i

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

jk

•Drop by 8 see our showroom
.0
kaar.•ci suni,, a...d i
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY

..•**********************

4

Rex Camp Backhoe Service
Special through March & April
Replace lines from the house to city sewers

Master Plumber 753-9224

Kopperud Realty Homes
-

I!

111111111111111M11111111111
Nea Gatesborough Listing Custom Built. 4 bedroom. 3 bath,
luxury home. Outstanding in es ers
respect. Phone 7531222.

Spacious redecorated home just
outside of city. Separate garage,
workshop. Phone 783 1222.

Beauty and quality combine in this
outstanding Canterbury Estates
home. Contact Kopperud Realty
Reduced.

JERRY'S YARD GUARD
"Competent yard care at competitive prices."
solar home in country
homeplace setting on IS acres. Con
tact Kopperud K.-alts

11.1r,1
tit
quality built h
barn located just %est of city limits.
l'hone 753 1222.

I 41%1'4 laics iew f
this attrar
the home recently listed Ptir•
ontact Kopperud Realty .

Fresh on the market. immaculate
3 bedroom. 2 miles from Murras.
872.51M). Contact the "Home Team"
'753. 1222

Pa/0th P

•Mowing

'Pruning

•Mulching

•Planting

•Fertilization

•Seeding

•Now Stocking Limited Supplies
Of High Quality Trees & Shrubs

759-4808

ticautiful brick home nestled
amidst S gents rolling wooded
acres. Reasonable price $416.11410.

Contemporary style home minutes
from town. %ice garden spot.
$65,000 oft. Phone 7531222.

(Evening/Weekend Calls Welcome)
•

rI

SEE US FOR THE
BOAT OF YOUR DREAMS!

sunshine'
Country
Three
bedrooms, 2 bath home on 4 acres.
1411s.

Three bedrooms great location'
Central gas heating and central
electric cooling. 1.55.00i).

Attractise bedroom. 2 lth home
located west of town. Reasonably
priced in the 1140's

gran
Your
Authorized
MerCruiser Dealer

MACK & MACK

I4
•'"'
,-111111111111
Seals carpeted 3 bedroom home
sure to please your es e and your
pocketbook. $30*•.

Three bedroom home and acres
just south of tovin Onls $.:Mum
Phone 75.1 1222

A were, Ky.-On Kirontifvf Ky. Labe- 474-2251

litIN 0011
,
,S a 010041001

ITMY 0T N FRONT.

OPEN 8-4 EVERY DAY

545,000

502-753-1222

MARINE

The Largest Marine Dealer
Between Nashville & St. Louis.

in (owl
F our hedr011111 h
residential neighborhood. Offered

711 Main St.
Murray, KY
42071

Toll Free

753-1222
Homes MR 11% 111(..

1-800-251-HOME

711 Main Street
Murray, KY 42071

Ext. 711L

-•
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Isabel McElrath Booher
Mrs. Isabel McElrath Booher,
78. of Nashville, Tenn., died Tuesday at Baptist Hospital, Nashville.
She was a retired elementary
school teacher.
Born Oct. 11, 1909. in Calloway
County. she was the daughter of
the late John Patton McElrath and
Minnie Chiles McElrath
Survivors include three sons,
Richard M. Booher Jr., Knoxville,
Tenn.. and William C. Booher and
John 0. Booher. Houston, Texas;
several cousins including Mrs.
William (Marjorie ) McElrath of

Clifton Roberts Jr., 57, died suddenly Wednesday at 9:55 a.m. at
his home. 923 North 18th St.,
Murray.
He had retired from work with a
railroad company in the Detroit,
Mich., area.
Born Sept.-30, 1930, in Highland
Park, Mich., he was the son of
Faye Rolfe R. Robbins and the
late Clifton Roberts Sr.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Muriel Lawrence Roberts, to
whom he was married on July 24,
1964; two stepdaughters, Mrs.
Gene ) Dorothy) Allen, RE. 5, Murray, and Ms. Patricia Maloney
and friend, Ross Fleck, Apopka,
Fla., his mother, Mrs. Faye Rob-

Who owes the government
Total delinquent payments, by category

!n

billioris of dollar
VA mortgages,
overpayments
'2.9
Student
loans

bins, Prescott, Ariz.; his stepmother, Mrs. Jo Roberts, Rt. 5,
Murray.
Also surviving are a half sister,
Mrs. Alma Fieldmire, and a half
brother, Steve Robbins, both of
Prescott, Ariz.; four stepgrandchildren; five stepgreatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Blalock.
Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev.
James Garland will officiate. Mrs.
Olivene Erwin will be organist.
Burial will follow in Hicks
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 2 p.m. today
I Thursday).

Graveside rites for Mrs. Lydia
Prydatkevytch y'ill be Friday at 2
p.m. at Murray City Cemetery.
Fr. Martin Mattingly will
officiate.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
will be in charge of arrangements.
No visitation is scheduled

Small Business
Administration loans
Farm
loans
11.8
Pentagon education
loans, overpayments
2

r

Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
+13.43
Goodyear
Previous. Close
2064.32
I.B.M.
Air Products
Ingersoll Rand
471/4 +%
A.T.C.-Class
23%8 241/8A
Jerrico
AT&T
283
/
4 unc
Kmart
Briggs & Stratton
Kroger
31% -1A
Chrysler
JCPenney
243/4 + 1/:
CSX Corp
Pen wait
30/
1
2 unc
29% .%
Dean Foods
Quaker Oats
Dollar Gen. Store
7/
1
2B 7%A
Sears
Epion
43/
1
2 tine
Texaco
44% .
Ford
Time Inc.
G.A.F.
L..S.Tobacco
• 53 -1/4
General Motors
Wal•Mart
731/4 -1
/
4
GenCorp. Inc.
211/4 -1
Wendys
/
4
90% .% •
Goodrich
C.E.F. Yield

4111

IN \1.11MEN1 Mk•.41.,LSIES1
SF ARCH iNc

Mor,
••00,..as,.

302 Main Street
. Murray, KY 42071
Planning tor you and your future.

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

Good
Neighbor
Chewy
Stars

011

GM

South
Murray
753 2617

41011-41-4t4t44i-V-40,-***

• a

- 1913
1 .bhavy 2 Ton .CSIC C-60,.
p

P

4 spec-, 2
81 0,500.00

Senior Citizens

63/
1
4 +1
1143
/
4 -1,4
•402/8 -%
141
/
2B 14%.4
36/
1
2 unc
29% + 14
47 +11
/
4
53 + 1/2
47/
1
2 +1/
1
2

Rent 3 Movies
Get 1 FREE
Members Get 2 FREE
*Pickup Fri. bring back Mon.

44%
93
393,8
30

15%

WEEKEND SPECIAL

-Vs
+1
.%

Don't forget
our weekly
movie specials.

unc
+ 3/s
5.07

Choose from over
2750 movies.
Open til 8 Fri.
& 6 Sat.

Health & Beauty Aids
(Excluthp9 Sale Items and
Coupon Purchases)

UNCLE JEFF'S

RENTAL SALES

CENTER

Hwy 641 South

Treas Lumber
SWEEPSTAKES
Thurs., Fri., Sat. and Sun.
FREE Coke & Popcorn

8.99
20%

Off

753-6575

20%
Off
Benson
Exterior
Shutters

Register for drawings to be held each day!
—S100 of Gray Seal Paint
—Oak Framed Mirror
52' Ceiling Fan
Savings Throughout The Store

Wing Interior
Louvered Shutters

Discount

On Any Purchase
including - "

Rent A VCR for
Only $8.95
& get a FREE movie.

PAT GOSSUM

Paintable — % in y I

Specia1 Order & Stock Sizes

Special Order & Stock Sizes

GraysSeal Quality Paints At Ordinary Paint Prices
—Exterior—

Congoieu

—Interior—

33

Starting

At 3 99 sq.

Starting At •

lack

•

14.99
Gal.

Gal.
PTO-Plastic

Master Glo
•Lna
interlovetteriur
latex enaniel

•1 se on exterior
surface.. including trim
•Sieelis no primer in
most case•
•Iteisista mildevi. dirt and
P Celle chalking
•dater clean up

•DrIes quickly
•Reststs dirt
•111;quipment cleans up
with water

Gal.

Vinyl Plastic Flat
•Spreads almoat twice
sa far as ordinart paints
•Fast drying one coat
•1111% omit.
•Waahable poi)•inyl acetate
•Attracthe flat finish
•Equipment cleans up
with aster

Gal.
Super Flat
•A masterful flat
finish for V‘II.11.1,
ceilings and woodwork.
•Equipment cleans
(wick!) with VI litCr

Choose from over 800 colors • We custom tint • We shake paint
New
Spring Wallpaper
Arriving Daily

40% off
In Stock Paper
off

Selected
Special Order
Books

:

Mk

We're Your
Video
Headquarters

•

19

BETTY BOSTON

Open 7 Days A Week
Mon.-Fri. 7:30-6:00
Sat. 8:00-5:00
Sun. 1:00-5:00
Other Locations:
Benton & Lake City

1111Ir &

Get A

Stock Market

30%

This free in-depth report reviews
the impact of interest rates on income mutual funds during 1987,
reports on the performance of
specific f unds, analyzes trends and
offers strategies for investors For
your tree copy, call or write today
753-9500

Funeral and burial services for
William Frank Peterson were held
March 5 at Stow, Ohio.
Mr. Peterson, 77, died March 1
at his home.
Local survivors include a
brother, John Peterson, and a
nephew, William Peterson, both of
Kirksey.

Mrs. Prydatkevytch, 87, former
resident of Murray, died Tuesday
at Hermitage Manor, Owensboro.
She is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Hannah P. Kuchar,
Cleveland, Ohio, and two grandsons, Theodore Kuchar and Andrew Kuchar.
/

ef.

•
•

Clopay
Vinyl
Mini
Blinds

When is the time to buy?
Or to sell?

Mrs. Lydia Prydatkevytch

Taxes,
IRS penalties
$51

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366

William F.
Peterson

Clifton Roberts Jr.

Murray; five grandchildren.
Mrs. Booher was a member of
Immanuel Baptist Church,
Nashville, where services will be
Friday at 10:30 a.m.
Graveside rites with the Rev.
Nowell Bingham officiating will
be at 3 p.m. Friday at Murray City
Cemetery.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
will be in charge of local arrangements. Friends may call today and night at MarshallDonnelly-Combs Funeral Home,

Why are portfolio managers
cautiously bullish?

20%
Off

Monarch
Framed or
Unframed
Mirrors

1.99

59.88
Reg. 882.99
x a'a" Mirrored RI-Fold Doors add
that unique decorator flair...a spacious.
open look to bedrooms, entryways. Full.
height perfect image mirrors. um 184 1001. I

DRVLOK•

Viaroppdarif
Water Seal
.sterptcrnfing
o•rnul•

13.99

22.88

Back

Paint Roller and Pan

yd.

Buy I Gal. Get
VI Gal. FREIF,
Water Seal. Transparent, waterproof seal
for wood, mastonry. rarmusA other porous
surfaces.

(.1tilon

Masonry Waterproofer. Seals base
ment walls against moisture. V% ar
ranted for 5 years. 779241

Treas Lumber Dott center.
U.

Prices Good Through March 20, 1988

Bel Air Shopping Center, Murray, Kentucky
759-1390

Sale
Prices
Good
At
Murray
Store
Only

ecri

